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Presentation

and acknowledgements
The first edition of the LINK Methodology toolkit is the combined work of
Mark Lundy, Gertjan Becx, Nancy Zamierowski and Alexandra Amrein, with
thanks to enormous editing support and commentary from Don Seville of the
Sustainable Food Lab, Shaun Ferris of Catholic Relief Services (CRS), Abbi Buxton
and Bill Vorley of the International Institute of Environment and Development
(IIED) and Will Crosse of the Rainforest Alliance.
LINK Methodology was conceived as a part of the New Business Models for
Sustainable Trading Relationships project, directed by the Sustainable Food
Lab in collaboration with CRS, the International Center for Tropical Agriculture
(CIAT), IIED and the Rainforest Alliance. This project received support from a
generous grant provided by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.
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PRESENTATION

This second edition is the result of the methodology’s
validation and improvements achieved over two years of fieldwork
implementation, during which CIAT’s Alexandra Amrein, Jhon Jairo
Hurtado and Fernando Rodríguez applied and adjusted LINK’s tools
in varying contexts. Especially, we want to highlight the following:
t Eleven cases implemented LINK Methodology in a Central
American learning cycle. Participants included CRS, VECO
(Vredeseilanden) Andino and Mesoamérica, and the Swiss
Foundation for Technical Cooperation (Swisscontact). This
initiative developed within the Learning Alliance framework
(a platform that links development programs with research)
and was financed by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC).
t In Colombia, the Productive Alliances Support Project
(Proyecto Apoyo a Alianzas Productivas, or PAAP) implemented
by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MADR
for its Spanish acronym) with support from the World Bank
analyzes the levels of inclusiveness of ten alliances in various
parts of the country. Within PAAP, a separate research project
identifies significant changes and lessons learned. The Ministry
of Agriculture and Rural Development as well as the Ford
Foundation fund this initiative.
The present guide is based on:
t Experiences of research projects in various Latin American
countries (Colombia, Panama, Ecuador, Nicaragua, Honduras
and Peru) and Africa.
t Successful results from more than 40 business model cases
demonstrating functionality for small-scale producers.

t A growing literature base in which business models are
presented as tools for increasing the effectiveness of business
processes focused on poverty alleviation.
The authors would like to thank all those who participated in the
process of testing and improving this guide. In addition to those
organizations already mentioned, we would like to thank the
ACUA project, financed by the International Fund for Agricultural
Development (IFAD) in Colombia, Ecuador and Panama; CRS
and their personnel involved in the Create Rural Development
Opportunities (ACORDAR) project in Nicaragua; and Fundamerca
in Colombia.
We invite both individuals and organizations to use this method
when designing and implementing durable and inclusive business
models that link small-scale producers in developing nations with
markets.
As mentioned in the first edition, this guide is a prototype,
and therefore a mold from which a final product is derived.
It is therefore subject to change, ideally based on errors and
deficiencies detected by various trials. It is our hope that all those
who apply this tool will feel free to offer any recommendations
or adjustments that would make the tool more useful to their
circumstances and needs. The authors greatly appreciate any
and all feedback from sector experts in order to improve and
strengthen future applications of our evolving methodology.

Let’s get started!
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Introduction
Inclusive business is good business for all
Inclusive business models, understood as those businesses in which
smallholding producers are involved as providers (or sellers), represent
opportunities for economic and social development for both producers
and private actors (or buyers). These models possess the virtue of linking
actors more effectively, coherently and transparently when a basic
business principle is adhered to: both sides (sellers and buyers) must win.
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INTRODUCTION

Building bridges between two disparate worlds:
the rural sector and emerging markets

Agriculture is a source of livelihood for an estimated 86% of the rural
population (2.5 billion people) and provides employment to 1.3
billion smallholders and landless workers.
A more dynamic and inclusive agricultural sector could dramatically
reduce rural poverty, helping countries meet the Millennium
Development Goal of halving poverty and hunger by 2015. Crosscountry econometric estimates show that overall GDP growth
originating in agriculture is, on average, at least twice as effective
in benefiting the poorest half of a country’s population as growth
generated in nonagricultural sectors.
Beyond its direct contribution to growth, linking smallholder
farmers to dynamic markets provides an opportunity to reduce
poverty more quickly, as well as ensuring the generation of
commercially viable products, all of which will help smallholders
to take on board the structural challenges of their environment.
Decades of underinvestment mean that small-scale producers
in low- and middle-income countries often operate under
supremely difficult conditions, including inadequate
infrastructure (roads, power, irrigation and wholesale markets),
little opportunity to develop skills, lack of access to services
(training, credit, supplies) and high dependence on favourable
weather conditions.
Given these challenges, and the high procurement costs
associated with collecting, grading and bulking products from
dispersed suppliers, buyers have preferred to opt for the structural
strength of large-scale agricultural providers.

11

However, markets are shifting from being buyer-driven to being
supply-constrained. In an era of tightening global supplies and
natural resource limitations, the authors of this guide believe that
inclusive business is simply good business.

income, while buyers will need to adapt to a supply-constrained
market where they are better able to source key raw materials to
their specifications at a competitive cost and even access higher
quality products.

On the one hand, sustainable development is increasingly being
integrated into business practices to improve the quality and
security of raw material supply and to contribute to the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs). On the other hand, making business
more inclusive for small-scale suppliers is a way of enhancing
corporate reputations, gaining legitimacy in local markets and
creating “ethical” products.

Faced with this great challenge, LINK’s methodology builds bridges
between the two.

Connecting the two disparate worlds of smallholder farmers and
emerging markets requires creative solutions so that both sides gain.
Farmers need to gain access to markets, knowledge, technology and

Singh S. 2008. Marketing channels and their implications for smallholder farmers in India.
In: McCullough E; Pingali P; Stamoulis K (eds.) The transformation of agri-food systems:
globalisation, supply chains and smallholder farmers. Earthscan: London.
World Bank. 2008. The World Development Report. http://bit.ly/1CHmRTw.
Ligon E; Sadoulet E. 2007. Estimating the Effects of Aggregate Agricultural Growth on the
Distribution of Expenditures. Background paper for the WDR 2008.
Byerlee D et al. 2005. Agriculture, Rural Development, and Pro-poor Growth. The World Bank. .
Seville D; Buxton A; Vorley B. 2010 .Under what conditions are value chains effective tools for
pro-poor development?
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INTRODUCTION

What does LINK offer?

This guide is mainly aimed at facilitators who mediate the
processes previously mentioned between sellers and buyers.
LINK can help your organisation facilitate a systematic learning
process between actors from a selected value chain, and discover
new opportunities for innovation, based on the application of a
participatory toolkit, with four main tools:

1. The value chain map (used to understand the macro context
of markets and the businesses which link rural producers with
buyers).
2. The business model canvas (used to understand in more detail
each business which links rural producers with buyers).
3. The New Business Model principles (used to determine
whether each business which links rural producers with
buyers is truly inclusive).
4. The prototype cycle (used to continuously improve the
inclusivity of every business which links rural producers with
buyers).
By the end of the process you will have understood the
relationship between specific business models (buyer and
seller) and the overall value chain; identified critical areas for
improvement; designed, implemented, evaluated and improved
on the innovation prototype for the business model you selected;
and evaluated the effects of these changes on smallholder farmers
and on the business itself.

13

Business

Model*
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INTRODUCTION

*A schematic description of a system or complex
reality that is used to promote understanding and
study of its behaviour.
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Company or Organisation

One company or organisation can
have several businesses.

Business*

*The commercial relationship between
someone who sells and someone who buys.
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INTRODUCTION

“Inclusive business models include the
poor on the demand side as clients
and customers, and on the supply side
as employees, producers and business
owners at various points in the value
chain.”
(UNDP 2008)

“Engage the poor as employees,
suppliers, distributors or consumers
and expand their economic
opportunities in a wide variety of
ways.”

“A profitable core business activity that
also tangibly expands opportunities
for the poor and disadvantaged in
developing countries.”
(BIF 2011)

(BIF 2011)
“A profitable core business
activity that also tangibly expands
opportunities for the poor and
disadvantaged in developing
countries.”
(WBCSD, SNV 2011)

Inclusive*
Business

A commercial relationship between
a private company and a group
(formal or informal) of producers
whereby both the buyer and seller
generate social, economic and
environmental value in order
to sustain long-term profitable
interdependence.

*That which includes or is designed to
include someone or something.
17

What is
LINK
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INTRODUCTION

A toolkit

2

The business model
canvas

The New Business Model
principles

to build inclusive commercial relationships which link rural
producers with modern markets.

1

3

The value chain map

Each of the proposed tools focuses on
improving the inclusion of small-scale farmers.
In order to get the most out of the toolkit,
“users” should select, use and combine these
tools in accordance with their own context,
needs, budget and variable starting points in the
process.

These four tools comprise a basic toolkit which
can be used to implement innovation from the
very beginning to the desired end: a recurring
action cycle which contributes to better
development of and benefit to small producers.

4

The prototype cycle
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INTRODUCTION

What is
LINK for
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Roadmap: goals and key questions
Goals
To examine how a
specific organisation
functions, using a wideangle lens.
To define the current
situation and vision for
the future.

THE VALUE CHAIN
MAP

Goal
To understand the concept in
which the business operates.

The
prototype cycle
Goal
To design and implement
inclusive strategies using a
cyclical learning process.
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Key questions
Who are the actors and
what roles do they play?
How do products, service
and information flow
through the chain?

THE BUSINESS MODEL
CANVAS

THE NEW BUSINESS MODEL
PRINCIPLES

Key questions
How do you move from theory to
action?
How can you incorporate
innovation ideas into a work plan?

Key questions
How does your
organisation work?
Does it have a viable
business model?

Goal
To evaluate how inclusive a
trading relationship is.
Key questions
How inclusive is this trading
relationship?
How can you identify areas for
improvement?

INTRODUCTION

Roadmap: perspectives
“I want to visualize
how the value chain
works.”

1

“I want to zoom in on
critical aspects of the
business.”

THE VALUE CHAIN
MAP

2

THE BUSINESS MODEL
CANVAS

“I want to evaluate the
inclusivity of a trading
relationship between smallscale producers and their
buyers.”

“I need help to
implement an
inclusion strategy.”

4

“I want to identify
bottlenecks and
opportunities.”

3

THE NEW BUSINESS MODEL
PRINCIPLES

The prototype cycle

23

Who does
LINK help
As previously mentioned, this guide
is aimed at potential facilitators who
will apply LINK Methodology. These
facilitators could be representatives of
an NGO which works with producers,
representatives of a group of producers
or buyers.

24

INTRODUCTION

Three types of actors:
three perspectives

“I’m
“I’m looking for new customers
for my products.”

““My
My mission is to support
smallholder farmers through service
provision and the coordination of
sales with buyers.”

I am a seller

“I want to expand my supply
chain to include smallholder
farmers.”

I am an NGO
I am a buyer

A producer can be included in businesses as
provider or seller, as employee or buyer.
LINK Methodology focuses on the producer
being included as a seller.

25

Three essential dimensions

for success

These actors, for whom LINK will be useful, belong in turn
to three dimensions which intersect and are essential for
the success of an inclusive business model: (1) farmers
with the ability, capacity and organisation necessary
to maintain the consistent supply required by a formal
market; (2) buyers who are willing to adapt their policies
to favour small-scale producers; and (3) an enabling
environment with favourable public policy and donors,
where these types of business relationships can flourish.

26

INTRODUCTION

Capable farmers
with skills, capacity and
organisation

New business
models

Willing buyers
Favourable enviroment

with adapted private
sector policies

with favourable public
policy and donors
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General instructions
(rules of the game)
Focus on inclusivity, not performance

LINK principles
A prototype in itself
This method is a prototype based on our best understanding
of how to facilitate inclusive and durable trading
relationships between smallholder farmers and their
commercial partners. Users should apply their own best
judgement to build on, adapt and improve these tools,
according to their own context, aims and needs.
Improving step by step
In order to move forward, it is necessary to take a step. If you
spend too long wondering whether this is the correct step to
take, you will never get started on your journey. Although it
is always risky to try out something new and there is always
a risk of failure, learning takes place as we move towards our
goals. In the same way, you should not imagine that simply
applying this tool will guarantee success – rather, think of it
as a process which allows you to “fail” as you move forward.

28

Of course, all actors hope that revising a business model will
improve performance and, indeed, improved performance is
necessary in order to build long-lasting trade relationships.
However, the focus of this guide is on inclusivity rather than
general performance. We are not trying to improve the
performance of each actor, but to build inclusive business
models which contribute to increased interdependence
within the value chains.
Viable economic results for both parties
Our goal is NOT to link the poorest farmers to the most
demanding markets, but to invest in moving farmers up and
making markets more accessible.
Coordination between different actors to identify and develop
synergies
This methodology assumes that the areas of common
interest between diverse actors involved in the business
model are not obvious. It is important, therefore, to ensure
that all key actors are included in the process of defining
objectives and common strategies, which in turn will
generate coordinated efforts between all parties.

INTRODUCTION

The facilitating organisation should have working relationships with
all key informants or private sector actors, including companies,
local supermarkets, external dealers, those who offer development
services to businesses, etc.

and space they have invested in analysis and reflection around
the methodological tool. The discussion and agreements reached
are generally more important than the final tangible results of the
method.

If the process is facilitated by a private company, it could be useful
to involve (relevant) local development actors and groups of
producers. This can sometimes be complicated, given limitations
to developing good relationships and trust; however, it is essential
to involve these actors, as they are the ones with knowledge of and
information concerning market systems, rural development, business
models, market opportunities and possibilities for innovation and
improvement of the value chains.

The use of participatory methods in this guide encourages members
to air their views and you should aim to hear many voices speaking
about a single market chain or business model. These points of view
will be quite different – what a rural producer thinks is very different
from what a city buyer thinks – but all viewpoints contain important
information regarding the reality of the market chain or business
model. In order to understand the market chain and the individual
business models, their strengths and weaknesses, and the design
of a shared strategy to build stable, durable and profitable trading
relationships, it is necessary to listen to all voices equally.

Observations on the use of participatory methods
This guide is based on participatory methods adapted from the
school of Participatory Learning and Action (PLA). These methods,
which include focus groups, mapping, visualizations and other
forms of facilitated reflection, seek to prioritise not only documented
results but also the application process. Although a concrete result
is generated at each stage in the process, that is, a map, a matrix, a
table, etc., these products are not the central purpose of the exercise.
Of equal importance and benefit to the participants are the time

The role of the facilitator in this process is to systematise and
document the information and present it back to the participants.
In this way, it can be used to make more informed decisions on how
they can work together to improve their economic activity.
The use of participatory methods, known for their flexibility, should
not be an excuse for poor preparation of the workshops. At the
end of each session, the participants should feel not only that they
have gained a deeper understanding of the value chain and its
business model, but also that they are able to communicate this
understanding to their peers and others.

29
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KEY TOOL 1
The Value Chain Map

Key tool

1

The value chain
map
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Goals

Key questions
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Understand the
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information
Enhance
hance communication between
different actors.
Identify entry points or key leverage
chain.
points to improve the value chain

What are the core processes in the value
chain?
How is the chain organised?
Who are the key actors?
How do products, payments, services and
information flow through the chain?
Who are the key partners?
What external influences affect the
performance of the chain?
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What it can’t ddo
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KEY TOOL 1
Perspectives

I represent a producer
organisation...

I represent a buyer...
“We are sourcing from smallholder
producers already and want to
improve our trading relationships.“
“We don’t really know the people
who are behind the products that
we buy.“
“We want to start sourcing from
smallholder producers.“
“We want to find out if it is possible
to source from smallholder farmers.“

“I want to know what part I play in
the big picture.“
“I want to understand what role the
intermediary plays.“
“I want to improve my
competitiveness.“
“I want to show other actors how
important my input is for the chain.“

Perspectives
I represent an NGO or
development agency...
“We are looking for a participatory
tool that enables us to visualise the
entire chain, from input supply to
end consumer.“
“We want to initiate an innovation
process with the aim of enhancing
smallholder inclusiveness.“

“We hope to identify critical entry
points to improve the position of
smallholder producers in the market
system.“
“We don’t have any relevant
information available to begin an
inclusion process, so we are starting
from scratch.“

“We are looking for a tool that
can be used both by producer
organisations and by companies.“

33

Concept

The concept
…from theory to practice

344

A value chain is a connected series of
organisations, resources and knowledge
streams involved in the creation and
delivery of value to the end consumer.

KEY TOOL 1
The Value Chain Map

The value chain map helps us to understand how different
businesses interconnect to form one system. It is particularly useful
when participants do not have the same level of information about
the value chain and its context. The value chain map is a potential
starting point for the inclusion of smallholder producers.
The value chain has three dimensions:
t Direct actors
t Indirect actors
t External influences

control of the direct actors. Some examples of these are the
passing of a new pesticide law; the value of the dollar; the
price of products, such as coffee, on the stock exchange;
protected environmental resources available in a given
territory; a cultural activity which significantly increases
demand for a specific product; etc.

Direct actors are those directly involved in productive processes,
postharvest handling, processing and commercialisation. These
actors take direct possession of and are owners of the product in one
or more links in the chain; they therefore run direct risks (Gottret,
2011).
Indirect actors are those who offer operational services and/or
support services to the direct actors at various points in the chain.
Even though the product may well pass through their hands at some
link in the chain, they do not assume possession of it at any time,
and therefore do not run any direct risks. Indirect actors include
suppliers, operational service providers, support service providers
and regulatory bodies (Gottret, 2011).
External influences refer to the fact that value chains do not exist
in a vacuum; rather, they are part of a larger socioeconomic and
institutional1 system within a country. There are therefore numerous
external forces (economic, legal/political, environmental, cultural)
which can produce effects on value chains and are beyond the

1. Traditionally, the term “institution” is held to be synonymous with “organisation.”
However, this is a mistake; institution can be defined as “the norms and rules
which define how different members of a society interact and relate to one
another” (North, 1995). It refers to patterns or models of behaviour, regulated by
social actors. These patterns of behaviour are a result of a society’s current norms
and rules which give structure to human and social interaction (Guide to the
Sustainable Livelihood Approach, CATIE, IDR, 2012).
Institutions can be formal (such as legislation or laws) or informal (such as cultural
practices) and operate on a range of scales. Thus, socioeconomic and institutional
systems can facilitate, limit or have neutral effects on the development of a value
chain. It is particularly important to assess how formal and informal institutions
affect the participation of the poor, women, ethnic minorities and other, often
marginalised, groups.
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INDIRECT ACTORS

DIRECT ACTORS

Economic
forces

Who are they?
What roles do they play?

Intermediary

Producer

Suppliers

Processor

Wholesaler

Support
services

Operational
services

Who are they?
How do they support (or not
support) direct actors?

Legal/political
forces

Retailer

End
consumer

Regulatory
bodies

Financial
services
Research
Packing

Transport

Technological
development

Processing
Training

Environmental
forces

EXTERNAL INFLUENCES
Within what context does the value chain operate?
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Socio-cultural
forces
Technological forces

KEY TOOL1
The Value Chain Map

Agriculture and farming value chain maps
The common links in the chain for small-scale
producers include those of preproduction, production,
postharvest, processing, sales and retail sales, each of
which can be subdivided further if necessary.

What does the value chain map enable us
to visualise?
t Those actors directly involved in the chain and
their interconnections, roles and functions.
t Indirect actors and how they support the
functioning of the chain.
t Links, breaches or blockages between the actors.
t Product flow.
t Information flow.
t Price formation.
t Distribution of benefits.
t External influences on the value chain.
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Exercise 1: Mapping the value chain
Objective: To visualise the links in the chain, key actors and their functions, and

6 hours

product and information flows from production to the end consumer.

ials
ter
a
M

t Different-coloured cards: size 25 cm x 17 cm
t Pieces of paper stuck together with tape to
obtain a workspace of 1 m x 2 m
t Different-coloured markers
t Tape

x y
z
s
put
In

Before starting
Make sure you are very clear about all the concepts relating to the value chain
and about the mapping exercise itself, so that you can quickly resolve any
questions or doubts the participants may have. You will find a brief and simple
explanation of each of the links in the chain in the following guide (p. 9-14):
http://bit.ly/1ptm3Ju.
Below is a suggestion for an awareness-raising activity you may want to try
with your participants: Write the name of each link in the chain on a separate
card. (Make sure to write large enough for it to be visible from a distance.) Ask
for volunteers to represent each link in the chain. They should stick the cards
on their chests. Position the volunteers so that the correct order of the chain is
visible to all participants. They should join hands to represent the links of the
chain.
This exercise can also be useful to demonstrate how innovation works in the
chain, when there is competition. Write the word “Innovation” on a card and
place the card some distance in front of your (human) chain. As the chain is
linked (with joined hands), in order to reach the “Innovation,” all the volunteers
will have to move forward together. Explain that only when all the links of
the chain move forward together (while information flows in both directions
between them) will it be possible to attain permanent competitiveness.
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Reports or documents with
generalised cost and profit
figures for the chain (if they exist).

su
Re

lts

Producers
Support services

Three maps:
t Map of actors and connections
t Map of commercial figures
t Map of environment

Recommendations for working with cards
The advantage of using cards for writing ideas is that they can be
moved around during the debate as and when required. The group may
find, as a result of its discussions, that it will want to move a card from
where someone originally placed it.
tWrite only one idea on each card (maximum 3 lines); make sure the
writing is large enough to be read from a distance.
tEstablish and use different-coloured cards to represent, for example,
specific links in the chain. Make sure the group knows which colour
corresponds to what.
Information about other actors
It is more than likely that participants will not know very much about
the links that are further towards the end consumer. If this is the case,
we recommend collecting the missing information through a market
survey. You can find more information on how to do this in Section
6 of the following document: Self-evaluation made easy for the
management of rural business associations available (in Spanish) at
http://bitly.com/19hP3fd.

KEY TOOL1
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Documenting the process
There are several reasons why it is important to save and document the results of this exercise. You will need these for:
t subsequent exercises and
t future analysis and work on the chain
to compare later on with new mappings which will enable your participants to see how much they have progressed and where they have made changes.
Here are some ideas on how to go about documenting the exercise and its results:
t Take a good (high-resolution, well-lit, well-focused) photograph of the final map.
t At the beginning of the activity, assign a secretary to take notes on any conclusions reached which are not written on the map, as well as the key points of the discussion.
t Take some decent photos of the group as members are in the process of discussing and constructing the map. These will stand you in good stead if you wish to share or disseminate the experience at a later
date.

The first thing to do is to get the links of the chain down on paper, either by drawing them or using cards to represent the links (e.g., production, processing,
commercialisation). Use the questions below to stimulate group discussion, and ensure the answers are jotted down onto cards and placed in the relevant
position on the chain (see Recommendations for working with cards).
Phase 1: Mapping the actors and their relationships
a) The direct actors and their roles
Who are the actors involved in each link?
Where are they (geographically) located?
What do they do within the chain?
What are their characteristics (e.g., gender, age, education)?
Which actors are missing?
b) The indirect actors
Who supports each link in the chain?
What support services and what operational services are necessary for the activities in the chain?
Who provides the production inputs?
What services do they provide?
What services are lacking?
Who could provide the missing services?
What motivates the indirect actors?
How is power distributed among the partners, and how is it being used?
What kind of relationship is there with key partners? Is it good, bad or indifferent?

Phase 1: 2 hours

Make sure to include
informal support as well as formal
support in your visualisation. This
is sometimes the most effective
type of support there is.
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c) Product flow and information flow
You can use different types of lines to illustrate the connections between actors. You also need to think about connections that are
not sequential, for example, from producer to retailer.
Who does each actor sell his/her product to?
What type of information flows between the actors?
Who provides whom with information?
How do the different actors communicate? What modes of communication do they use?
d) Relationships between key actors
How would you describe the relationships between direct actors? Good, bad or regular? Why?
How would you describe the relationships between indirect actors? Good, bad or regular? Why?
e) Product characteristics
Describe the characteristics of the product (size, colour, appearance, texture, presentation, etc.).

How to illustrate flows
and connections:
Strong connections or
flows.
Weak connections or
flows.
Connections or flows
that are only one-way.
Two-way
connections or flows.

At the end of each phase, summarise the main conclusions reached during the work session using the corresponding map as support.
This is a useful way of ensuring that the map as it stands is indeed a faithful representation of the group’s opinion, and that no
information is missing. It will also help you to verify whether all participants are up to speed. Do remember the importance of ensuring
that these conclusions and final discussions are documented.
Phase 2: Mapping commercial figures
Draw up a separate chain for the direct actors. This will ensure that participants do not get bogged down with the amount of
information, and will help them to visualise the commercial figures. Having done this, the facilitator should lead a discussion with
the group, based on the questions below. Finally, the group should write up the main results of the discussion on a card and paste
them on the relevant links in the chain map.
a) Prices and payments
What is the sale price at each link in the chain?
At which points or seasons in the year does the price increase or fall?
How do the buyers of the product pay (cash, cheque, electronic transfer, etc.)?
How often do the buyers pay (e.g., up front, weekly, monthly, etc.)?
b) Volume
What volume of the product (e.g., kilos, tonnes, units) is sold to each buyer?
How frequently is the product sold to each buyer (daily, monthly, per harvest, etc.)?
During which period(s) is the product scarcer and/or more abundant?
c) Returns
How much does it cost to produce each unit (e.g., kilo, litre, etc.)?
At what price is the product sold?
What is the sales margin?
If the product is transformed, what are the conversion ratios (e.g., 1 kg of fruit to obtain 1 kg of pulp)?
400

Phase 2: 2 hours

Ideally, this phase
should be carried out
immediately after
Phase 1.

KEY TOOL1
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Phase 3: Mapping external influences
For this map, it is better to start with a newly drawn chain which includes only the basic structure (direct and
indirect actors, product flow, information flow and interconnections), rather than try to use the maps drawn up in
the previous two phases.
The facilitator should then outline the five external forces, based on the questions below. The group should decide
which areas are the most relevant in the context of its specific value chain, and the key information should be noted
down on cards and pasted onto the relevant part of the chain (previously prepared).
1. Economic forces
t Which macroeconomic forces affect the performance of the value chain (e.g., global market conditions, exchange rates,
etc.)?
t Which microeconomic forces affect the performance of the value chain (e.g., access to infrastructure, credit accessibility,
land tenure)?
t What socioeconomic forces affect the performance of the value chain (e.g., income, land tenure, housing, healthcare,
quality of life, etc.)?
2. Political/legal forces
t How do laws, regulations, standards or taxes influence the value chain and the selected market?
t How do private sector standards and business practices influence the value chain and the selected market?
t How do other policies influence the value chain (pricing policies, consumer policies, etc.)?
3.Socio-cultural forces
t What are the cultural, religious, demographic, educational and ethnic factors of the value chain’s actors and partners?
t How do values, beliefs, attitudes and lifestyle influence consumer preferences, business practices and producer
organisations?
4. Environmental forces
t How do climate change and climate variability influence the value chain?
t How does the chain relate to key environmental functions (e.g., water access, soil health) and how do these support or
inhibit the development of the chain?
5. Technological forces
tIs technology available for the value chain actors and their partners?
tIs the use of technology desired or possible?
tHow do the costs and availability of technology affect the value chain?
tIs technology developed and available locally for the chain or does it come from external sources?

Phase 3: 2 hours

Sources for market information
As with Phase 2, it may be
necessary to compile some
secondary information through
market surveys. You can find
more information on how to do
this in Section 6 of the following
document:
Self-evaluation made easy for the
management of rural business
associations available (in Spanish) at
http://bitly.com/19hP3fd.

The facilitator should have a
thorough command of, and be able
to explain, the concepts relating
to these five external forces. Keep
the guide glossary at hand and, if
necessary, revise these concepts
beforehand.
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CIAT International Center for Tropical Agriculture
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Case example
The coffee chain in the Alliance to Create Rural
Development Opportunities through Agroenterprise
Relationships (ACORDAR) Project. Nicaragua, 2007–2012
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Map of external influences (sample graphic)
t Creation of the Nicaraguan Institute for Cooperative Development
(Infocoop, in Spanish) which helped to speed up promotion processes,
strengthen administrative procedures (such as updating institutional
articles of association and governing rules) and accounting procedures
(such as tax payments and updating accounting categories and
registries).
t The law pertaining to coffee still does not function as it should.
There is no efficient legislation that regulates the informal market in
Nicaragua and promotes the production of coffee through incentives
to coffee-growers and the offer of long-term credit for the renewal and
re-population of coffee plantations.

t Rise in petrol prices and other supplies
increased the costs of production for
small- and medium-scale producers.
t Decrease in coffee prices on the stock
exchange in 2010 (from US$212 per
hundredweight in January to US$184 in
March and April.

Economic Forces

Political- legal
Forces

Input and Service
Providers

Coffee Farmers

Market

Coffee Processors

Commercialisation

Consumers

Enviromental Forces

t Climate changes during the production
cycle 2008–2009 directly affected
production performance: irregular
maturing of the harvest, failure to
flower, flooding of the harvest and
deterioration of natural resources.
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CIAT International Center for Tropical Agriculture
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Key tool

2

The business model
canvas
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Profile

Goals
Assess how a key business in the value
chain functions.
Develop a shared language to describe
and assess a business model.
Create a baseline for the development of
innovations in the business model.
o

Key questions
How does my organisation or business function?
Is the existing business model viable? What change(s) could improve the
overall performance of my organisation?
What are the strengths and weaknesses of the existing business model?
What external influences impact positively and negatively on the
business model?
Is the buyer’s business model open to the inclusion of small-scale
producers as providers?
D
Does the buyer’s business model contain a double-facing value
proposition (i.e., both towards their customers and towards their
pro
providers)?
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Does the
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I represent a producer
organisation...

I represent a buyer...
“We need a more comprehensive
review of our business practices to
help avoid typical problems occurring
when sourcing from smallholders.“
“We want to innovate through the
inclusion of smallholder producers as
a new supplier base.“

“We are just about to start a business
partnership with a new customer.”
“We are looking for new ways to
present our organisation.“
“We want to improve our
performance.“
“We want to start innovating in terms
of products and/or processes.”
“We need input to construct our
business plan.”

Perspectives
I represent an NGO or
development agency...
“We want to facilitate commercial
channels between producers and
buyers.”
“We want to understand buyers’
business models better and to identify
opportunities for connecting smallscale farmers as providers.”

“We want to acquire new tools which
will enable us to be more effective as
market access facilitators.”
“We want to compare how different
trading relationships work between
smallholders and buyers in order to

identify patterns and principles which
will enable improved intervention in
the future.”
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Concept

The concept
“A BUSINESS MODEL DESCRIBES THE RATIONALE OF HOW
AN INDIVIDUAL FIRM CREATES, CAPTURES AND DELIVERS
VALUE”
ALEXANDER OSTERWALDER

… from theory to practice
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From value chain to business model
Business model

Value chain mapping is a way of looking at a system
from a global perspective.
Zooming in on one link of the chain unveils the actors‘
distinct business models. The business model canvas
allows us to zoom in on a specific link in the chain,
using a 3600 perspective.

The direct actors’ business models form the value
chain, as a value chain is quite simply a linking of
several business models.
With this in mind, it is worth noting that the
distinction between business models and value
chains is often indistinct.

How do I decide which trade relationship to
intervene in?
The global view generated by the value chain mapping helps us to
understand where to focus intervention efforts in terms of choosing
a business model in which to intervene. Given that the emphasis
of this guide is on inclusion, we need to identify which trade
relationship is most likely to offer leverage to the other links. This
means looking for the relationship between seller and buyer which
would be most susceptible to the principles of an inclusive business
model.

Criteria for deciding which trade relationship in the chain to
intervene in:
t -FWFSBHFQPJOUIdentify a trade relationship which has the
potential to generate positive change over several links further
back in the chain.
t %JTQPTJUJPO of the actors involved in the trade relationship
towards innovation and change.
t 5IFOVNCFSPGCFOFöDJBSJFTwho will potentially benefit
from a positive change.
t %VSBUJPO of the trade relationship.

However, the methodology for constructing a business model can be
applied to any link in the value chain and to any trading relationship.
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The business model canvas
How?

Key partners

What?

Key activities

Who?

Value propostion

Customer
relations

8
9

4 Areas

4
2

1
Channels

Key resources

7
Cost structure

3
Income streams

5

6
How much?
52

Customer
segments

9 Blocks
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The business model canvas
Creates Value

Key partners

Key activities

Key resources

Cost structure

Captures Value

Value
proposition

Customer
relations

Customer
segments

Channels

Income streams
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Connecting business models

BUYER OR SELLER? A QUESTION OF PERSPECTIVE
In a value chain, each actor is both seller and buyer to their neighbouring
links. A solid value chain needs strongly connected links in order to face
internal and external stress factors. Understanding how to strengthen these
links is crucial to the quality of the business relationships.
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How does each business model adapt to
the needs of its neighbouring links?

KEY TOOL 2
The business model
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Block #1: Customers
Customers are at the core of the business model because without them
no business can survive. It is important to understand the needs of
customers or customer segments to determine how to best satisfy those
needs. For smallholder producers, the customers are often unknown,
which makes it even more important to invest time in understanding
their needs and preferences. In the case of farmer organisations,
customer segments can be different types of buyers. (A customer
segment can be the focus of inclusive businesses but this toolkit focuses
rather on the inclusion of smallholders as a supplier base.)

Key questions (to be answered visually)

When should you group customers in segments?

Who are your customers?
(e.g., intermediaries, processors, wholesalers, retailers, end
consumers)
What does each customer need?

Defining customer segments makes sense if:
t Customer needs justify a distinct product or service
t Customers are reached through different distribution channels
t Customers require different types of relationships
t Customers have substantially different profitability
t Customers are willing to pay for different products or services

Additional questions (to be documented)
Where is each customer (geographically)?
What is the volume and sales frequency for each customer
(e.g., kg, litres, tonnes, etc.; daily, weekly, monthly, etc.)?
When did the business relationship start?
What type of commercial agreement is maintained with each
customer?
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Block #2: The value proposition
The value proposition is the reason customers choose your product
or service over another. To identify the value proposition for each
customer or customer segment, consider the problem or need that
your product or service satisfies. In most cases, the value proposition
has a tangible component which includes all characteristics that
can be perceived with the five senses, such as the size of the
product, nutritional composition, colour, taste and smell. Intangible
characteristics cannot be directly perceived and include properties
such as health or characteristics to do with the origins of the product
or the processing of the product, such as organic agriculture or Fair
Commerce.
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Key questions (to be answered visually)

What creates value for a buyer?

What type of product do you sell to each customer?
What are the tangible characteristics of the product?
What are the intangible characteristics of the product?
What makes your product different?

Quality of supply
Reliable supply
Certificates and standards
Competitive price
Reliable quality
Transparency of processes

Additional questions (to be documented)

What creates value for a smallholder?

Which products include additional processes that add value
to the postharvest (selection, packing, washing, etc.)?
What volume or percentage of the products is rejected by
each customer?
Is the value proposition complemented by some other
service?

Stable and consistent demand
Provision of supplies
Training and technical assistance
Financial services
Contracts
Market information

KEY TOOL 2
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Block #3: Channels

Channels refer to how the product or service reaches and interfaces
with its customers. In the case of agricultural products, the sales
channel is often the same as supply chain logistics, which transfer
the product from the producer to the end consumer.

Key questions (to be answered visually)

Additional questions (to be documented)

What form of transport is used to deliver the product to the
customer?

Who bears the transport costs?
How long does transport take?
What delivery terms are there (pick-up from the farm,
delivery to the customer, etc.)?
How is the product stored?
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Block #4: Customer relations

A business model must also describe the type of relationship it
wants to establish with each customer segment in order to deliver
the product or value proposition. Relationships can range from
personal to automated. Consider the following aspects:
t Communication channels
t The consistency of communication.
t The cost of maintaining communication.
t The potential to make your company stand out by offering a
distinct customer relationship or customer service.
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Key questions (to be answered visually)

Additional questions (to be documented)

How frequently do you communicate with each customer?
What method of communication is used with each customer?

What is communicated to each customer?
Is our customer relationship good, bad or indifferent?
Why?

KEY TOOL 2
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Block #5: Revenue streams

A company’s revenue stream is made up of the following elements:
A value proposition that reaches a customer (segment) through a
certain channel supported by a distinct type of relationship.

Key questions (to be answered visually)

Additional questions (to be documented)

Income from the sale of products:
What is the total sale value per customer (e.g., monthly,
annually)?
What is the total sale value per product category?
What is the profit margin per customer?
What payment method does each customer use?
How often does each customer pay?
Other income:
What income other than sale of products do you have?

Income from the sale of products:
How is the price determined (according to local supply and demand,
political national price allocation, stock exchange price, etc.)?
Are prices fixed or dynamic?
t*GöYFE
For what period is the price fixed?
What is the value of the fixed price?
t *GEZOBNJD
How much does the price fluctuate per week,
per month, per year?
What is the minimum/maximum price?
If there is some kind of standard or certification:
What is the mark-up on certified products?
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Block #6: Key resources

An organisation’s key resources describe those physical,
intellectual, financial or human resources that are essential to create
and sustain the value proposition, deliver it to the market, establish
customer relationships and generate income.
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Key questions (to be answered visually)

Additional questions (to be documented)

What key resources are necessary to develop and sustain the
value proposition?
Human resources (competences, expertise, know-how,
personnel)
Physical resources (infrastructure, machines, technology)
Natural resources (raw material, water, solar energy)
Financial resources (cash flow, credit, savings, insurance)
Social resources (relationships and networks, community,
cultural assets)
Intellectual property (branding, patents, certificates, rules and
standards)

Do you lack any resources needed for the smooth
functioning of your business?
If so, which ones?

KEY TOOL 2
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Block #7: Key activities

An organisation’s key activities are crucial for the business to
function successfully. Like key resources, they are required to create
and sustain a value proposition, reach markets, maintain customer
relationships and generate income.

Key questions (to be answered visually)

Additional questions (to be documented)

What key activities are associated with production?
What key activities are associated with processing?
What key activities are associated with the sale of products?
What key activities are associated with logistics management?
What key activities are associated with the financing of the
business?

What key activities are associated with quality control?
What key activities are associated with internal and external
troubleshooting?
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Block #8: Key partners
Only very few business models can operate without a support
network of key partners.
Partners can be divided into two groups:
t Direct partners with whom the company operates its core
business model (e.g., producers, transporters, input suppliers,
etc.).
t Indirect partners who support or facilitate the development
of the business model (e.g., financial institutions, research
centres, universities, NGOs, public sector agencies, local
governments, etc.).
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Key questions (to be answered visually)

Additional questions (to be documented)

Who are your key direct partners (producers, input suppliers,
transporters)?
Who are your key indirect partners (financial institutions,
research centres, universities, NGOs, public sector agencies,
etc.)?

What key resources do you gain from your partners?
How would you rate the quality of the resources gained
from your partners?

KEY TOOL 2
The business model
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Block #9: Cost structure
Key questions (to be answered visually)
Which costs associated with the business model are the most
important (e.g., staff, rent, public services, maintenance, supply,
raw materials, certification, credit-related costs, etc.)?
The business model’s cost structure describes the costs incurred
for the creation and delivery of a value proposition, maintaining
customer relationships and generating income. Those costs are easy
to determine once the key resources and key activities are identified.

Tips on cost structures in smallholder agricultural
systems:
A major challenge in applying a business model approach to
smallholder agriculture is the general lack of cost data, specifically
at the farm level. This gap can be addressed in many ways. In our
experience, one of the most effective ways to generate reasonable
cost data is through the use of focus groups with farmers.
A facilitator can help them to develop a crop cycle timeline from
planting to harvest and on-farm postharvest activities. For each
activity identified, farmers are asked for the cost either in time
(e.g., hours) or in money. At the end of the exercise, all activities are
converted to a monetary value and added up to arrive at a clear
estimate of costs. A focus group approach is the most appropriate
for this type of exercise, using, as it does, social control for real-time
data checking between peers and also controlling against atypical
information. Furthermore, it enables discussion about the activities

Additional questions (to be documented)
Which costs are fixed? Which are variable?
What percentage of your costs is covered by third parties (e.g.,
corporations, projects, subsidies, etc.)?
implemented and can help highlight potential areas for efficiency
gains or cost savings. To be effective, this exercise should be
conducted with more than one farmer focus group and the results
compared.

The difficulties of obtaining business data from
buyers:
Often, buyers are not willing to share business data about their
relationships with smallholder producers. If this is the case, try to
build the data using secondary information or estimates. When
you come to processing the information, bear in mind that, as you
are not dealing with primary data, there will always be a degree of
uncertainty about the results.
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Key questions to be answered visually
Key partners

Who are your key direct
partners?
Who are your key indirect
partners?

Key activities

What key activities are
associated with production,
processing, sales, logistics
and financing of the
business?

Key resources

What key resources are
necessary to develop and
sustain the value proposition?

Cost structure
Which costs associated with
the business model are the
most important?

Value proposition

What type of product do you
sell to each customer?
What are the tangible
characteristics of the
product?
What are the intangible
characteristics of the
product?
What makes your product
stand out?

Customer
relations

Customer
segments

How frequently do you
communicate with each
customer?

Who are your customers?
What are the needs of each
customer?

What form of
communication is used with
each customer?

Channels

What form of transport is
used to deliver the product
to the customer?

Income streams
What is the total sales value per
customer?
What is the total sales value per
product category?
What is the profit margin per
customer?

What payment method does
each customer use?
How often does each
customer pay?
What income other than sale
of products do you have?
Osterwalder, 2010
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Key indicators
for monitoring the seller’s business model

Key partners
t

t
t
t

t

Number of partners
necessary for the
smooth functioning of
the business
Degree of dependency
of key partners
Benefits obtained by
key partners
Quality of services
delivered by key
partners
Duration of
relationship with key
partners

t

Efficiency of key
activities

t
t
t
t

t
Description of the
product(s)
Product portfolio
Tangible characteristics t
Intangible characteristics

Key resources

Availability of key resources
Degree of efficiency in the
use of key resources
Sustainability of key
resources

Customer
segments

Method of
communication with
each customer
Frequency of
communication with
each customer

Channels

t
t
t
t

t

Number of customers
per segment/market
Frequency of sales per
customer
Volume of sales per
customer
Duration of business
relationship with each
customer
Type of business
agreement with each
customer

Distribution channels:
t Means of distribution
t Responsibility for
delivery
t Place of delivery
t Time taken to deliver

Incomes streams

Cost structure
tType and value of most
important costs
tValue of fixed costs and
value of variable costs
(alternatively: value of

Customer
relations

Value proposition

Key activities

direct costs and value of
indirect costs)
tPercentage of costs
covered by support
partners

Income from product sales:
t Value of product
t Total value per client
t Total value per product
category
t Net profit

t
t
t

Payment method
Payment frequency
Cost types

Other income
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The double-facing value proposition
This is an important concept for buyers wishing to include smallholder producers in their supply
chain. In inclusive business models, it is important to look at the value proposition from at least
two perspectives: (1) from the producer’s point of view and (2) from the customer’s perspective.
Inclusive business models should be sensitive to the realities of smallholder production as well as
to market demands. For modern agri-food chains, almost all value propositions for buyers are built
on high standards for food quality and safety, year-round availability and, sometimes, lower prices,
communicated to consumers through brands. (See Case Example: Cuatro Pinos, Guatemala or Case
Example: ALSUR, Colombia.)

What value do you offer to
small-scale producers?

Key partners

Key activities

Value proposition

Customer
relations

What are the needs of small-scale
producers?

Key resources

When buyers value their business relations
with their providers (i.e., further backwards
in the chain), and wish to revise these with
a view to improving them, the Key Partners
block ends up acting like the Customer
block: buyers need to consider the needs of
their providers and how they are meeting
these needs.
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Cost structure

Channels

Income streams

Customer
segments
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Exercise 2: Build the Business Model Canv
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The current business model

Questions to be answered visually vs. questions to be documented

To capture the real value of this exercise

The questions to be answered visually are designed to help participants
build the canvas and should be captured graphically on paper. Their main
purpose is to tell the central story behind the business model.

The facilitator needs to ensure that conclusions and the key points
raised in discussions are properly documented (via notes, photographs,
recordings, video), particularly those related to the questions to
be documented (whether these are answered in plenary or in later
interviews).
Ideally, a brief document that summarises conclusions reached during
this exercise should be attached to the business model canvas.

The additional questions to be documented complement the business
model canvas textually. However, it is quite likely that the workshop
participants will not have the necessary details to be able to answer
many of these questions. In this case, these answers can be documented
after the workshop, perhaps through interviews with key personnel who
have access to this type of information (e.g., director or president of the
producer organisation).
Stay focused on the present
During the analysis, the facilitator should keep discussion focused on
the current state of the business model. Bear in mind that participants
frequently try to describe an ideal state of affairs rather than the reality of
the business model. During group discussions, the facilitator should try to
ensure that participants’ contributions are not biased.
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Explain abstract terminology
Some people find it difficult to grasp abstract terms, such as “model.”
The facilitator can help with this by, for example, comparing a business
model to a house. Ask several participants what colour their house is, and
how many windows and rooms it has. It is highly likely that participants
will give different answers. The facilitator can then point out that, just as
houses are all different, a model can also assume many forms.
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Before starting
The canvas needs to be large enough to be seen by everyone and to contain the information that is generated by the discussions.
Make sure that you know how you will achieve this beforehand.
Some ideas follow:
Project it onto a wall (this would require a plan B, in case there is no power). Use masking tape to “draw” the outline on the floor or on a wall. Print it out
onto giant paper (this option is the most expensive).
This exercise can be carried out with both sellers (producers) and buyers. For producers, it will help improve the
performance of their productive activity and increase efficiency and functionality. For buyers, it will help to evaluate the
inclusivity of small-scale producers in their business model.
How is your business/farm working at the moment?
STEP 1: Introduce the concept
Introduce the general framework of the business model canvas by briefly describing the nine blocks of the business
model.
STEP 2: Build the business model
Go through each of the blocks in order, using the suggested key questions to facilitate a group discussion. Keep the
discussion focused on the current state of the business model, as participants tend to talk about what they would like
to see in the future, rather than what is really happening in the present. This information should be written/drawn on
cards that can be pasted onto the relevant block of the business model canvas.
Block 1 – Customers/customer segments (CS)
Who are your customers?
What does each customer need?
Block 2 – Value proposal (VP)
What type of product do you sell to each customer?
What are the tangible characteristics of the product?
What are the intangible characteristics of the product?
What makes your product different?

When building
the business model, you
should always begin with
the Customers block. This
is to highlight that it is the
customers who acquire the
value proposal, and that,
without them, there would be
no business, and therefore no
income.

Block 3 – Channels (CH)
What form of transport is used to deliver the product to the customer?
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Block 4 – Customer relations (CR)
How frequently do you communicate with each customer?
What method of communication is used with each customer?
Block 5 – Revenue streams (RS)
Income from the sale of products:
What is the total sale value per customer (e.g., monthly, annually)?
What is the total sale value per product category?
What is the profit margin per customer?
What payment method does each customer use?
How often does each customer pay?
Other income:
What income other than sale of products do you have?
Block 6 – Key resources (KR)
What key resources are necessary to develop and sustain the value proposition in terms of human resources, physical
resources, natural resources, financial resources, social resources and intellectual property?
Block 7 – Key activities (KA)
What key activities are associated with production?
What key activities are associated with processing?
What key activities are associated with the sale of products?
What key activities are associated with logistics management?
What key activities are associated with the financing of the business?
Block 8 – Key partners (KP)
Who are your key direct partners?
Who are your key indirect partners?
Block 9 – Cost structure (CSTR)
Which costs associated with the business model are the most important?
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Fixed costs
These have to paid whether
sales are made or not.
Fixed costs do not vary
according to the volume
of sales or production (e.g.,
rent, salaries, accounting, the
majority of marketing costs).
Variable costs
These vary depending
on the volume of sales
or production. (e.g., raw
material, transport).

Exercise 3: A simple business model
evaluation

Objective: Review of the overall performance
of a producer’s business model.

ials
ter
a
M

Different-coloured cards
Sheets of paper
Different-coloured markers
Tape

3 hours

Key actors in the
organisation being
analysed

x y
z
s
put
n
I

Identification of strengths
and weaknesses

1. Review the business model
Ask one or two participants to sum up the business model canvas
(constructed in Exercise 2) in their own words.
2. Check the balance
The simplest way to obtain an idea about the health of the business model is
to review the balance between revenue streams and cost structure:
Do revenue streams exceed costs?
t Is sufficient profit generated for your business to be considered “attractive”?
If so, is it enough to be able to invest in innovation?
t If your business is running at a loss, why is this happening?

su
Re

lts

The current business model

3. Identify positives and negatives
Brainstorm strengths and weaknesses of the business model. For this exercise,
you can either look at the business model as a whole or at each of the nine
business model blocks individually. Highlight strengths and weaknesses by using
plus and minus signs, different-coloured cards or other symbols which can be
easily recognised as referring to positives and negatives. Discuss the results in
plenary and note the results of the discussion.
The gross profit margin is an indicator for the financial health of a business
and shows how much of each dollar of sales the business retains. This means the
higher the percentage, the more money is left of expenses or profit.

Gross profit
Gross profit margin (%) =
A closer look at some key figures will tell you in more detail how the business
model is performing in terms of profitability and efficiency:
t Gross profit margin: How profitable is the business model?
t What is the ratio between profit and “sunk” costs (= cost efficiency)?

Income

Break-even point is the number of produced units at which income and
expenses are exactly equal, thus where an organization neither profits nor loses
money. The break-even analysis will tell you when you begin to make a profit.

t What is the ratio of profit to revenue?
t How many products have to be sold to make a profit (= break-even point)?

* 100

Break-even for point units =

Total fixed costs
(Unit selling price – variable costs per unit)
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Case examples
Alianza Hortofrutícola ALSUR, Colombia
Cuatro Pinos, Guatemala
Chiyangua, Colombia
APROCA, Ecuado
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Case example: Alianza Hortofrutícola ALSUR, Colombia
Double-facing value proposition
The innovative business proposal of the social intermediary Alianza
Hortofrutícola ALSUR aims to connect producer organisations with
a portfolio of 25 fresh fruit and vegetable products to supermarkets
in Cali. ALSUR’s objective is to develop stable and lucrative business
processes and specialised channels that contribute to an improved
quality of life. In order to respond better to both stakeholder groups,
Alianza Hortofrutícola ALSUR developed a specific value proposition
for suppliers and for customers, taking into account their individual
needs.

Business mission:
tEstablish direct partnerships between rural producer groups and
customers in different market channels
tImprove income levels and assets of producers through stable
trade schemes and long-term relationships
tProvide business development strategies (growth strategies,
market penetration and development strategies, product
development)
Key figures:
As of 2012, ALSUR was working with 155 partner producers organised
into eight farmer organisations: Asocofradia, Asofruit, Renacer
Agroecológico, Aproborca, Coophsur, Grupo Asociativo San José,
Asaais and Asociación San Felipe Grupo Asociativo Yakupacha; ALSUR
supplements this work on the top-up supply side by working with
22 additional producers. In 2011, ALSUR traded 25 tons of fruit and
vegetables per week, with an annual sales volume of US$603,799.
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ALSUR’s client-facing business model
Key partners

Value proposition

Key activities
Risk management:

Eleven different
producer
organisations

Technical
assistance

Risk fund and
insurance
Quality control

Transport providers

Input suppliers

Sales projections, planting
schedules tied to input
provision, credit, harvesting,
deliveries, payment,
permanent communication

Key resources

Local
partners

Public
partners

National and
international
donors

Permanent supply of a wide
range of high-quality fresh
produce (fruit and vegetables)
at competitive prices, based
on customers’ needs

Physical:
Packing sheds,
warehouses and
office

Financial:
Working
capital

Human: Honest
management
and quality
control staff
Others: Software
for production,
planning and sales

Staff
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Customer
segments

Personalised attention (calls
and visits)
Service portfolio, web pages
and corporate image
Chain supermarkets
Permanent dialogue about
new opportunities with clients

What makes us different:
- Quality, consistency,
competitive prices
- Capacity to innovate for
new products based on client
demand
- Smallholder participation:
improved livehood for rural
communities

Channels

Financial costs: working
capital, insurance fees,
service fees

Independent
supermarkets
Institutional markets
Wet markets (for second
and third quality)

Packing sheds in production
areas
Warehouses in Cali and Pasto
Direct delivery to clients

Income streams

Cost structure
Rent for warehouses
and offices in Pasto
and Cali

Customer
relations

Gross margin over
sales price
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BUSINESS MODEL for producers of ALSUR, Colombia

tFALTA TEXTO

Key partners

Risk management:
Technical
Risk fund and
assistance
insurance

Eleven different
producer
organisations

Quality control

Transport providers

Input suppliers

Sales projections, planting
schedules tied to input
provision, credit, harvesting,
deliveries, payment,
permanent communication

Key resources
Local
partners

Public
partners

National and
international
donors

Value proposition

Key activities

Physical:
Packing sheds,
warehouses and
office

Financial:
Working
capital

Human: Honest
management
and quality
control staff

Stable market with
guaranteed and transparent
purchase of a wide range
of fresh fruit and vegetable
produce at a competitive
price

What makes us different?
- Stable purchase prices with
risk coverage (guaranteed
payment through risk
management fund)
- Transparent and professional
selection, treatment and
payment of producers
- Credit access, input access
- Possibility of becoming a
shareholder in the company

Staff

Customer
segments

Personalized attention to resolve
doubts through permanent
meetings and telephone queries
Supply of technical assistance,
market information, applied
research and new product
development to develop
differentiated, higher-value
products based on client demand

Organised (or willing to
organise) business groups of
small-scale farmer families,
working in vegetable or fruit
production

Channels

Packing sheds in production
areas
Producer organisations

Others: Software
for production,
planning and
sales

Income streams

Cost structure
Rent for warehouses
and offices in Pasto
and Cali

Customer
relations

Financial costs: working
capital, insurance fees,
service fees

Gross margin over
sales price
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Case example: Cuatro Pinos, Guatemala
Background: contract agriculture with input and
service provision
Cuatro Pinos is a successful cooperative with nearly 30 years’
experience in the vegetable export business. The cooperative has
evolved into what can be termed a “social intermediary” which
performs a vital role in linking farmers to international markets.
Cuatro Pinos manages a diverse portfolio of vegetables supplied by
approximately 7,000 smallholder farmers organised into more than
140 farmer groups including cooperatives, associations, farmer-led
informal groups and NGO-led firms. Recently, the cooperative has
succeeded in opening up markets for several products in the U.S. and
has achieved an annual growth rate of 50% in vegetable exports over
the past three years. Much of its success can be explained through
value propositions which are attractive to both smallholder farmers
and buyer markets. Cuatro Pinos engages both supplier and buyer
by offering a low-risk, high-return supply chain achieved through
transparent governance and improved access to markets and
services.

Two perspectives – the double-facing value proposition
1. Value proposition for producers
Technical support, supply provision and formal contracts
Cuatro Pinos manages its purchasing from smallholders through formal
contracts, specifying quantity, quality and a production schedule, as well
as providing a fixed price for the product. This fixed-price contract has
been shown to consistently return 7–10% above the spot-price market.
Additionally, Cuatro Pinos provides in-kind credit for seeds and materials,
technical assistance, insurance and marketing services. Recently, the
cooperative has been able to access government-supported crop
insurance to help cover weather-related risks.

2sReliable supply and quality
To ensure supply, scalability and product quality, Cuatro Pinos identifies
existing farmer groups in favourable environmental niches, works with
them to test production schemes and then contracts those that show
an ability to meet quantity and quality targets. The cooperative is the
only farmer organisation in Guatemala that has received both farmand processing-level global GAP certification. It also has as an on-site
pesticide waste lab.
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Case example: Chiyangua, Colombia
Chiyangua was founded in 1994 in Guapi, a small village on the
Pacific coast of Colombia, and is the result of the efforts of a group of
local men and women who wanted to conserve traditions from their
Afro-Colombian culture. Chiyangua puts female farmers at the centre
of its activities.
Aromatic plants and condiments have always been a traditional
part of Afro-Colombian culture, but alongside the modernisation of
rural lifestyles, the people of Chiyangua observed that traditional
plants, such as long-leafed coriander, were slowly disappearing from
rural dishes and being replaced with artificial flavour enhancers
brought from the cities.
This worrying development was the beginning of a countermovement to promote the use and consumption of traditional herbs
and spices in food and beverages. Supported by both public and

private national and international donors, Chiyangua introduced
an innovative production system specially adapted for the floodafflicted region. Women in the Guapi region started the production
of aromatic plants using elevated wooden beds (2 × 10 m). This
production system requires an initial outlay of US$100 but is able
to generate a monthly income of up to US$200, with the added
advantage that aromatic plants are relatively low-maintenance,
allowing the women to carry out other income-generating activities.
Chiyangua is now well known locally and highly respected in the
region. It currently provides resources (seeds and know-how) and
technical assistance to 84 women farmers.
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Chiyangua, Colombia’s business model canvas
Key partners

Key activities
Technical
assistance (85%
of time)

Event
catering

Project
administration
and grant writing

Customer
relations

Value proposition

Customer
segments

Improving livehoods of rural
female smallholder producers
of aromatic and medicinal
Very personalized relationship
plants

Women farmers of aromatic
and medicinal plants living
in rural areas of Guapi
municipality (Colombian
Pacific Coast)

Free services for women
farmers in the region:

Needs:

FIDA
Production of a
traditional medicinal
drink, “Toma Seca”

CIAT
ACUA

Key resources

- Organisation of daily sales at
the local market

Technical
know-how
Access to land

- Increase income

Farm visits

Information events

Income streams

Cost structure
Transport costs for
farm visits

- Increase sales volume

Workshops

Local
reputation
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- Access to new markets

- Technical assistance

SENA (National
Education Service)

Personal
costs

Channels

Administrative
infrastructure

Grants by
partners

Sale of services

Product sales

(event catering)

(Toma Seca)
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Evaluation of Chiyangua, Colombia’s business model
Key partners

Key activities
Technical
assistance (85%
of time)

Event
catering

Project administration
and grant writing
Production of a
traditional medicinal
drink, “Toma Seca”

FIDA
CIAT

Customer
relations

Value proposition

Improving livehoods of rural
female smallholder producers
of aromatic and medicinal
plants

Free services for women
farmers in the region:

Very personalized relationship

POSITIVE: Strong relationship
with beneficiaries based on
trust and loyalty

- Technical assistance

ACUA

Key resources
Technical
know-how

SENA (National
Education Service)

Access to land
POSITIVE:
Chiyangua
is very wel
respected
in the
commununity

Local
reputation
POSITIVE: There
is enough land
available for the
future scaling-up
of production

POSITIVE: Value proposition
perfectly responds to
the needs of the clients
(beneficiaries) which is a key
argument for donors

Personal
costs

Women farmers of aromatic
and medicinal plants living
in rural areas of Guapi
municipality (Colombian
Pacific Coast)

Needs:
- Access to new markets

Farm visits
Workshops

- Increase sales volume
- Increase income

Information events
NEGATIVE: Chiyangua
does not generate enough
income to assume costs for
future innovation processes

NEGATIVE: Clients do not
contribute to revenue
streams

Income streams

Cost structure

Transport costs for
farm visits

Channels

- Organisation of daily sales at
the local market

Customer
segments

Administrative
infrastructure

Grants by
partners

Sale of services
(event catering)
Product sales

NEGATIVE: Chiyangua
is highly dependent on
grants from partners

(Toma Seca)
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Case example: APROCA, Ecuador

APROCA is a smallholder cocoa producer organisation with 100
direct members and four sister organisations (for a total of 400
cocoa growers), located in the northwest of the Pacific coast of
Ecuador.
The association buys the finely selected national variety of cocoa
from its members in the form of a gummy pulp (called “baba”)
which is then fermented, dried and graded on-site according to
high quality standards which meet customer expectations. The
traditional production procedures (on-farm and postharvest)
guarantee chemical-free, high-quality cocoa.
APROCA’s work aims to strengthen the cocoa chain and affiliated
cocoa farmers by promoting communal work, gender equality and
the use of traditional Afro-Ecuadorian knowledge and practices.
APROCA and its four sister associations offer a gourmet cacao that
is certified by FAIR TRADE and the USDA Organic Label.
The association manages to pay its affiliated farmers higher prices
than the regional market prices, as well as providing integrated
technical assistance and continued quality improvement processes.
APROCA has a yearly sales volume of about 900 quintals of dried
cocoa, of which 40% is exported.
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The business model canvas of APROCA, Ecuador
Key partners

Key activities
Technical assistance for
producers
Project management with
partner of international
cooperation

APROCA supports
associated farmers in
improving their livelihood
APROCA = registered
brand

Key resources

Process transparency and
product traceability

Clients pay an appropriate
price for the product
Payments are not always
made on the due date
Intense customer care

Customer
segments
Without contracts
Pacari
Cacaoyere
Cofina
With contracts
Transmar

Channels

International and national
chocolate fairs
Technical equipment and
infrastructure

Existing clients visit APROCA
“headquarters“

Know-how

Communication via mobile
phone and webpage

What do clients demand?
High quality
Constant quantity
Certifications
Fixed prices

Income streams

Cost structure

Cost for human
resources is partly
assumed by partners

Customer
relations

Unique characteristics in
terms of cocoa quality and
environmental conditions

Marketing

Partners provide support
for:
- production
- infrastructure
- organisation
- marketing
- finances

Value proposition

Raw material
Transport
Fermentation
Drying process

Sales margin on cocoa
Grants by partners
Break-even point:
2,500 cwt/year
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CIAT International Center for Tropical Agriculture
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Key tool

3

The New Business
Model (NBM) principles
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Profile

Goal

Key questions

Evaluate to what extent a business relationship
with a formal buyer is inclusive
clusive of small-scale
sma
producers.

How inclusive is your business model?
What options exist for better inclusion of smallholder farmers?
Where in the business model should you concentrate innovation efforts?

Define
fine concrete actions to improve inclusivity
for smallholder farmers.

What it ca
can
an do

PProfile
Pro
ofile

Focuss the busines
business
ess model
del analysis on areas
a
that are critica
cr
critical
cal
al
to the sustained
ustained inclusion
incl
nclusion of smallholder
der farmers.
farme

What iit ca
can
can’t doo

Assess the performance
off the
model
A
rformance
f
th
h business
b i
mod
d l in
in areas
a
ned inclusion of sm
sma
mallholde
a
de
that are critical to the sustain
sustained
smallholder
tha
der
farme
farmers.
Help identify
iden possible areas
eaas of innovation and
an
nd
model.
improvement in the selected
cted
d business
bu
mod
del
design
Provide input for the d
ign of an
n improved
im oved business
usiness
siness
smallholder
model such that smallho
older farmers
rmerss are
aar ab
able to connect
to markets.

The New
Ne
ew
w Business Model
M el principles are not
no a magic wand which
will automatically
au
a
achi
e smallholder inclu
achieve
inclusion.
Thes
ese principles should not be used as a check-list
che
These
but rather as
gui
guides
uides tto assess and improve
imp e business models.
mode
The principles
prin
inciples will not give
giv you
u a specific answer,
answ but they will
help
p you
yo to evaluate and tthink through releva
relevant solutions for
you
our business model.
your
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I represent a buyer...

I represent a producer
association...

“We want to enhance our chance of success in
sourcing from small-scale producers.“
“What market considerations, skills and
business connections do we need in order to
achieve smallholder farmer commitment and
performance?“
“What is our responsibility, what is the farmer‘s
responsibility and what are our shared
responsibilities?“
“How can we achieve sustained sourcing,
strict quality standards and measurable
development impact from smallholder
farmers?”
“How can we make working with small-scale
farmers good business?”

“I would like my buyers to better
understand my situation as a small farmer.“
“I am willing to collaborate with other
chain actors but need to make sure that
the results are favourable for all of us.“
“How can we ensure that this is good
business for all participants?”
“How can the needs of small farmers be
taken into account as part of a business
model?“
“We would like to become a competitive
business partner.”

Perspectives
I represent an NGO or
development agency...
“How can we ensure that small-scale
farmers, women, day labourers and other
members of the rural poor get a fair deal
from this business model?”
“On which critical aspects of the business
model do we need to focus our attention
to guarantee a social return?”

“What is our role as an NGO in
designing, testing and supporting
more inclusive business approaches?
What are our entry points and our exit
strategies?”
“How can we assess the inclusiveness
of an existing business model and

promote improvements that are
beneficial to the marginalised rural
poor, especially women?”
“Where should we focus our resources
to develop a sustained commercial
relationship that helps the rural poor
move out of poverty?”
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What are NBM principles and how do they work?
Small-scale producers face a number of limiting factors which make
them less attractive to work with in a modern agri-food system. These
include low and inconsistent production volume, limited planning
skills and opportunities, dispersed production, incipient business
organisation, limited capacity to upgrade and meet formal market
requirements, poor access to information, technology and finance,
and high transaction costs.
New Business Model principles have a two-fold purpose: to help
both buyers and sellers evaluate their current business relationship
using the criteria of inclusivity. The results that emerge on the score
sheet (to be introduced later in this module) can be used as a starting
point to improve inclusivity for small-scale producers. The principles
highlight critical success factors for improving inclusivity, fairness,
durability and financial stability in business relations between
small-scale producers and formal buyers (who may be processors,
exporters, wholesalers, retailers, etc.).
These principles are emergent in the sense that they are drawn
from a range of case studies of successfully implemented inclusive
business models in Africa, Asia and Latin America. The studies did
not examine failed attempts at connections, nor did they seek to
develop a series of normative check-lists that must be achieved in
order to develop an inclusive business model. Rather, these principles
should be considered signposts that indicate issues and/or topics
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on which care should be exercised when constructing an inclusive
business model which links smallholder farmers with modern
markets. Not all principles will be present in all cases and quite often
one or several will be of critical importance while others may be of
lesser importance or missing entirely. We suggest that these ideas
be applied as design principles accompanied with a large dose of
common sense, innovation and adaptation to make them useful to
local conditions.

KEY TOOL 3
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To what extent is your business model inclusive?
Work out who is the seller and who is the buyer.
In the value chain, most of the actors are both sellers and buyers,
depending on the perspective one chooses. In order to evaluate a
business relationship, it is essential to be clear about the perspective
beforehand. A producer organisation is a seller if we are looking
forward in the value chain. In this case, the buyer may be a processor,
a wholesaler, a retailer or an exporter.
However, a producer organisation can also be a buyer if we are
looking backward in the value chain. In this case, the sellers would be
the affiliated partner producers.
The New Business Model principles have been designed with the
first scenario in mind. However, they are still valid and can be equally
applied in the second scenario.

Source: Vorley B. 2009. Linking Worlds: New Business Models for Sustainable Trading
Relations between Smallholders and Formalized Markets.
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Overview of NBM principles

1. Chain-wide collaboration
The resolution of problems, in both commercial and social
aspects of the New Business Model, means that all, or most,
of the actors in the chain need to establish shared goals for
collaboration.
The development of a systemic view of the chain
recognises and values the interdependence of the actors.
Reaching and implementing agreements often involves
identifying one or more “champions” along the chain who will
lead the process.

2. Effective market linkages
Farmers and their organisations need to be linked to a
stable market that not only provides them with access to key
services but also has clear signposting in terms of quality
standards, volume and price (Principle 4). These linkages
should contribute to improved livelihoods for the producers.
For buyers, the linkage must provide a consistent supply of
safe, quality products at competitive prices.
In practice, achieving both producer and buyer goals
entails creating and delivering social and commercial value
along the entire length of the chain.

3. Fair and transparent governance
Fair and transparent governance refers to the
establishment and implementation of clear and consistent
quality standards, clear commitments to buy and sell
certain volumes of certain grade products at certain times,
and equitable processes of risk management.
Mutually recognised interdependency between
chain actors is a key criterion. Shared commercial risk
and insurance against failure are frequently cited as the
cement of successful relationships.

4. Equitable access to services
One of the special challenges faced by small-scale
producers is gaining access to services such as finance, market
information and best agronomic practices that could improve
quality, yield, food safety and environmental practices.
Successful solutions enable smallholders to access credit,
knowledge and technology and develop incentives that
encourage producers to invest in their own production based
on market needs.

5. Inclusive innovation
New Business Models promote innovation in products,
services and the processes that underpin both by multiple
actors along the chain.
Innovations should be developed with smallholder
farmers, rather than for them. Inclusive innovation
development provides the means to remain competitive in
dynamic markets, to improve the commercial value of goods
and services, and for innovation gains to be shared among
partners, all of which build business durability.

6. Measurement of outcomes
A business axiom states that you cannot manage
what you do not measure. Our sixth principle is to
incorporate tailored indicators and monitoring plans to
assess the health of the ongoing trading relationship,
both as a for-profit business and in its effectiveness as a
vehicle for community development.
Constant monitoring of the health of the trading
relationship reduces the risk that minor problems will
destroy the business.
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Key questions

1. Chain-wide collaboration
Do actors share the same goals?
Do actors exchange information regularly?
Are there structures in place to motivate collaboration or
shared problem solving?
Is there one or more “champions” who will lead the process of
co-innovation?
Do all actors understand and acknowledge the
interdependence of the trading relationship?

4. Equitable access to services
Do producers have access to technical support services provided
by the buyer or an indirect actor?
Do producers have timely access to market information
provided by the buyer or an indirect actor?
Do producers have access to financial services provided by the
buyer or an indirect actor?

2. Effective market linkages
Are trading relations stable?
Are trading relations profitable?
Do actors take advantage of market opportunities?
Do actors respond quickly enough to the changing needs of
clients?

5. Inclusive innovation
Are innovation processes carried out collaboratively?
Who participates and why?
If innovation is evident, who gains from the results?
Are there profit-sharing mechanisms in place?
Are small-scale producers encouraged to participate in
inclusive innovation?

3. Fair and transparent governance
Are sale/purchase volumes and prices communicated
clearly?
Are quality standards clear and consistent across the
chain?
Are risks understood and shared proportionately along the
chain?
Are trading relationships based on formal contracts or
clear informal agreements?

6. Measurement of outcomes
Have indicators been established that will measure the
success of the business relationship?
Are the results of the business relationship measured
frequently?
Are there feedback loops in place to guarantee effective
chain-wide management and decision-making?
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Principle #1: Chain-wide collaboration
NGO, and might be single individuals or a group of people.
Effective facilitation often requires building a group of
champions drawn from different interest groups along the
chain.

Key questions
Shared objectives
Are sellers and buyers pulling in the same direction?
A collaborative partner network is vital for perishable commodities
such as fresh vegetables, dairy and meat which require traceability
and have higher food safety risk profiles. But collaboration is also key
to upgrading a commodity chain in terms of quality, sustainability
or smallholder inclusion. This is visible in the increase in information
exchange frequency, the alignment of common objectives and
acknowledgement of the interdependence between actors.

Identify a champion or champions
Who is leading the process of collaboration?
We cannot ignore the fact that chain stakeholders may not have an
interest in increasing transparency and collaboration, or that the
interests of smallholders differ from those of intermediaries and
lead firms. Reaching and implementing agreement often involves
identifying one or more champions to lead the process. These
champions may come from the buyer, the seller or from a facilitating
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Do actors share the same goals?
Do actors exchange information regularly?
Are there structures in place to motivate collaboration or
shared problem solving?
Is there one or more champions who will lead the process of
co-innovation?
Do all actors understand and acknowledge the
interdependence of the trading relationship?
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Principle #2: Effective market linkages
To ensure effective market linkages, business models may
include the creation of a “double-facing value proposition”
which combines a clear business objective with an integrated
social development mission. They may even become
“franchisable” social trader models. Hariyali Kisaan Bazaar
(see case example in Principle 4) is an example of this type of
organisation.

Key questions
Farmers and their organisations need to be linked to a stable and
profitable market which provides clear quality, volume and price
signals (Principle 3), as well as access to key production support
services (Principle 4). For buyers, this linking must provide a
consistent supply of safe, quality products at a competitive price and
with low transaction costs.

Are trading relations stable?
Are trading relations profitable?
Do actors take advantage of market opportunities?
Do actors respond quickly enough to the changing needs of
clients?

At its simplest, chain linkage can achieve direct trade between the
end customer and primary producer, but the high level of transaction
costs in direct market linkages can be justified only for the most
exclusive “boutique” products and brands.
When direct collaboration is not feasible or scalable, adapted
business models are called for. From the producer side, group
organisation increases incentives for farmers to cooperate and
compete as one single supplier. This type of collective action
works through mutual control and serves to reduce opportunistic
behaviour of individuals, and saves on quality and quantity
verification and testing costs.
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Case example: NorminVeggies, market facilitator, Philippines
Farmers of the Northern Mindanao Vegetable Producers’ Association,
NorminVeggies, are able to successfully participate in dynamic value
chains of vegetable supply primarily because of the organisational
structure they chose in order to respond to market challenges.
Although it was founded as a non-profit-making association,
NorminVeggies functions more as a social trader business, acting in
total empathy with its smallholder farmers.
The association formed marketing clusters, based on a farmer’s
capability, interest and capitalisation. Members follow a quality
assurance plan for each product, have training for good agricultural
practices and designate lead farmers to act as quality managers and
coaches.
New farmers are clustered with more experienced farmers who
help jumpstart quality production. Benefits and accountability for
quality are shared between all the cluster members. Products are
traceable to the farm and farmer who supplied each pack or crate of
produce. Farmers maintain ownership of their own products up to

Source: Concepcion SD; Digal L; Uy JC. 2007. Innovative Practice Philippines: The case of
NorminVeggies in the Philippines.
http://bit.ly/1pIyXCS.
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the institutional market and therefore have a greater participation in
the chain.
NorminVeggies supplies multiple market outlets – exports,
supermarkets, hotels, wholesale and local markets – spreading risks
(commercial, productive and meteorological) and ensuring an outlet
for all products. For these services, NorminVeggies earns a market
facilitation fee based on the value of the sale and uses the income to
cover the marketing management overhead.

KEY TOOL 3
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Principle #3: Fair and transparent governance

Transparent and consistent rules
Does everyone understand the rules of the
game?
Governance refers to the setting, monitoring
and enforcement of formal and informal rules along the chain.
Specifically, fair and transparent governance refers to the
establishment and enforcement of clear and consistent grades and
standards, clear commitments to buy and sell certain volumes of
certain grade products at certain times and equitable processes of
risk management. Rules pertain to terms of trade, including price
setting, payment terms, grades and standards, and regularity of
delivery, often referred to as buying conditions.
Shared commercial risk and insurance against failure are frequently
cited as the cement of successful relationships. This can be achieved
formally or informally, but the guarantees must be transparent in
ways that enable the chain to be regularly monitored and rules
enforced through an agreed facilitator, chain self-regulation or other
mechanisms up and down the chain.
Mutually recognized interdependency between chain actors is key
(Principle 1).

Accountability can be achieved through mechanisms such
as co-development, management and consistent application
of standards, use of contracts to enhance predictability
and transparency for producers, improved forecasting and
planning, clear, consistent and known guidelines for pricing,
and quality grades, among others.
New Business Models also seek to make incentives transparent
and to ensure that targeted beneficiaries are able to acquire
these incentives. Examples from different models include
incentives for meeting or exceeding quality and quantity
goals, and contracts that leverage access to credit, access to
reasonably priced inputs, etc. The key issue here is to align
incentives with outcomes.
Although it is not constructive to overregulate chain activities
and/or governance, it is important to have a minimum level of
common understanding on which to base decision-making.

Key questions
Are sale/purchase volumes and prices communicated clearly?
Are quality standards clear and consistent across the chain?
Are risks understood and shared proportionately along the
chain?
Are trading relationships based on formal contracts or clear
informal agreements?
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Case example: Shared risk management between Los Angeles Salad
and Cuatro Pinos cooperative
The business of exporting vegetables is inherently risky. Losses
because of damaged products from shipping or other factors are
commonplace and often the result of difficulties beyond the control
of chain members. In recognition of this, the exporter (Cuatro Pinos
cooperative) and wholesaler (LA Salad) for a smallholder French bean
chain developed a novel way to manage this risk.
Through an informal agreement, 10% of the value of each box of
French beans sold is placed in a settlement account. This account is
jointly managed by the cooperative and the wholesaler in the U.S.
Funds in this account are used to write off damaged product, invest
in technical assistance on food safety and new product development,
and for unforeseen circumstances.
Both parties have agreed that first use of these funds is to guarantee
payment to farmers, with other expenses taking secondary
consideration. In the 2005–2006 production season, nearly
US$230,000 were used to write off loans issued to farmers who lost
their crops in Hurricane Stan.

Find out more about Cuatro Pinos in the section “Case examples” or at www.cuatropinos.com.gt/

This fund is a novel way to plan for and respond to risks inherent in
the export of fresh produce and is a good example of shared risk
management.

Source: Lundy M. 2006. Assessing smallholder participation in the French bean chain in
Guatemala: The Juan Francisco Project. Supply chain assessment carried out under the
umbrella of the Rural Livelihoods Program of the Sustainable Food Laboratory (www.
sustainablefoodlab.org).
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Principle #4: Equitable access to services
Access to production-related
services and market
information
Access to services is a key
ingredient in sustaining smallholder
participation in an evolving market
place. Services such as finance, market
information and best practices can
improve quality, yield, food safety and
environmental performance and are especially
critical for smallholder farmers.

The double-facing value proposition
The value proposition arises out of a need to unite the conventional
commercial value offered to customers with the social value offered
to small-scale producers. The value proposition must meet the
rigorous food safety demands of formal buyers as well as the service
needs of farmers, such as technical assistance, financial services or
market information.

The role of indirect actors
Because of the combination of commercial and social goals,
New Business Models which seek sustainable development
frequently require additional inputs from nonchain actors
such as NGOs. To support the position of less well-endowed
chain actors, the NGO often plays a catalytic or convening
role, identifying opportunities for smallholders and investing
in bringing chain actors together to discuss and agree on
common commercial and social goals. Normally, this role is
temporary and should be designed with clear exit strategies to
avoid shocks to the system when development funding ends.

Key questions
Do producers have access to technical support services
provided by the buyer or an indirect actor?
Do producers have timely access to market information
provided by the buyer or an indirect actor?
Do producers have access to financial services provided by the
buyer or an indirect actor?

The buyer can offer these services to his providers directly or can
facilitate access to services offered by third parties. An example of
indirect service provision (through an indirect actor) could be when
the buyer, through contracts with his providers, offers intangible
guarantees which enable smallholders to access specialised bank
credit for small businesses. The same service could be provided
directly by the buyer through direct credit or advances.
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Case example: commercial intermediary,
Hariyali Kisaan Bazaar, India
A new generation of commercial intermediary in India is
demonstrating that service provision can itself be a profitable
part of a business model focused on inclusive growth.
The rural retailer, Hariyali Kisaan Bazaar, which is part of the DSCL
conglomerate, sells agri-inputs and consumer goods through its
chain of centres which also serve as a common platform for
providers of financial services, health services, etc.
The Hariyali centres are procurement hubs for farm outputs,
providing buyback and warehousing, and thus creating multiple
revenue streams based on transparent and effective participation
in input as well as output value chains. Each Hariyali store has a
catchment radius of 20 to 25 km, comprising 15,000 to
20,000 farming families.
They aim to provide producers with “urban amenities in
rural areas,” easy availability of quality products at fair prices
(“similar to those in the city”) and, through IT, commodity
prices and commodity futures as well as ATM access and weather
forecasts.
On the procurement side, they create linkages between
producers and processors, exporters and retailers.

Source: Bell DE; Sanghavi N; Fuller V; Shelman M. 2007. Hariyali Kisaan Bazaar: A Rural
Business Initiative. Harvard Business School Case Study, November 2007.
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Principle #5: Inclusive innovation
Innovation in products and
services
How can we increase the value of goods
and services from the chain?
New Business Models promote
collaborative innovation by multiple actors
along the chain in products and services.
Important innovations in supply chains can range from the
development of new products, best practices or standards to the
development of new supply chain organisational structures which
facilitate entering new markets or servicing existing clients more
efficiently.
Too many development interventions are carried out “on behalf of
”rather than “with” smallholder farmers, with a resulting failure to
consult and incorporate the perspectives and needs of different
actors along the chain. By way of example, one of the enduring
ironies of sustainable development is that compliance with
some certification schemes introduced in the name of “market
sustainability” work out much more costly for smallholders, thus
magnifying existing inequalities in the rural economy.
Innovation is important because it is directly connected to
differentiation in the marketplace which, in turn, is a prime driver for
securing or maintaining a competitive position. Traditionally, product
and process innovation occurs in-house with a lead firm dominating
the process and reaping the rewards. However, by involving
small-scale producers in the development of the innovation, far
better results can be obtained than by one lone actor driving the
innovation process. This is especially critical when the innovation

goals include complex demands such as triple bottom line
(People-Planet-Profit) gains or are based on product life-cycle
analysis.
A systemic approach to innovation allows greater
understanding of the interdependencies between actors as
well as shared access to the potential returns on coordination
and joint activities. The end result is an improvement in the
competitive position of the chain as a whole, rather than
the accrual of additional value to one member or subset of
members in the chain.
A chain that can increase the value of the goods and services
it provides is more able to enter into constructive discussion
about how to share this increased value appropriately among
participants than one whose goods and services are static or
declining. Effective business models fully engage all actors in
the system to improve performance, and are willing to share
gains proportionately.

Key questions
Are innovation processes carried out collaboratively?
Who participates and why?
If innovation is evident, who gains from the results?
Are there profit-sharing mechanisms in place?
Are small-scale producers encouraged to participate in
inclusive innovation?
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Case example: the GIAR toolbox,
Colombia
In Colombia, the International Center for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT)
has worked to develop chain-wide innovation methods that work
with all the distinct actors belonging to a chain.
The process titled GIAR (Gestores de Innovación en Agroindustria
Rural; in English: Leaders in Rural Agro-Industrial Innovation) is a
toolbox designed to build a team of partners who focus on unmet
market opportunities in a specific chain. They then work to identify
and provide solutions to critical bottlenecks in the market chain, in
order to take advantage of the identified opportunities.
The team is responsible for providing innovation and solutions
that market chain partners can use to upgrade their position in the
market. Success in this area is critical where market forces tend to
look for procurement from those who show they can innovate.

Case example: farmer-led
innovation in the Allanblackia
chain in West Africa
Unilever has been developing a commercial supply chain for seeds
from the Allanblackia tree in West Africa since 2001. One of the major
limitations to scaling up the supply base had been the time needed
for seed germination. As the Financial Times reported in September
2008, a surprising source of innovation helped resolve this problem.
Scientists from Ghana’s Forestry Research Institute had been
working to find a faster method of germination for the seeds of the
Allanblackia tree. But it was not until the team met a farmer who
was using plastic bags for seed germination that part of the solution
emerged. Meanwhile, another farmer had found that removing the
husks of the seeds also hastened germination.
“We combined the two and, within three weeks, the roots were
growing,” says Samuel Henneh, operations manager at Novel
Development, which is developing the new oil supply chain. “That
success story was caused by two farmers. So now we don’t joke with
the farmers – we behave as if we know nothing and we ask them to
tell us their stories.”
The source of this breakthrough reveals the importance of learning
from all partners.

Source: Murray S. 2008. Hard-nosed benefits for a different kind of investor. Business and
Development section. The Financial Times. September 25. www.ft.com/reports/busanddev2008
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Case example: chain-wide innovation, Del Cabo, Mexico
Del Cabo was established in 1985 to bridge the gap between small
producers in Mexico and the need for fresh organic produce in the
United States. Today, Del Cabo is a network of more than 500 farmers
in the U.S. and Mexico; it offers a full line of warm-weather vegetable
crops for the U.S. market.
Del Cabo is characterized by strong chain-wide innovation which
is implemented not only at the level of production (innovating
new crops and varieties for farmers dealing with a range of legal,
environmental and economic issues, etc.) but also at the consumer
level (identifying gaps in the market, new and improved products
through sales information, etc.).
Innovation occurs as a response to specific problems or issues with
Del Cabo farmers:
1. Del Cabo’s breeding program identifies and cultivates new crops
and varieties for both consumers and producers;
2. Research by Del Cabo agronomists identifies common issues and
points of innovation, and facilitates farmer knowledge to be used
throughout the chain and within other groups; and,
3. Biological pest management introduces new knowledge to
producer groups and makes recommendations for crops, with
the goal being to eliminate the need for any kind of spraying.

Source: Ricketts K. 2009. Del Cabo New Business Model Study, CIAT, Cali, Colombia: p. 12.
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Principle #6: Measurement of outcomes

Tailored indicators and
monitoring plans
What should be measured, by whom,
and for whom?
Incorporating tailored indicators and
monitoring plans helps to assess (1) the
health of the trading relationship as a for-profit
business and (2) its impact as a vehicle for community development.
Principle #6 proposes ongoing measurement of the effectiveness of
a business model, for all actors involved. This need not be complex
– regular communication, meetings and visits are valid mechanisms
– but should clearly focus on identifying and responding early to
issues and problems before they threaten the trading relationship. At
the same time, these tools can help to identify and take advantage
of emerging opportunities either in chain upgrading, new product
development or new market engagement. The inclusive process of
measurement involving all chain actors can itself become a driver
of much closer collaboration (Principle 1) and a chain-wide learning
experience. Examples of inclusive processes include regular joint
reviews of market trends and strategy development to maintain or
improve market position, and joint development of plans to upgrade
product quality and quantities based on market conditions.
Measurement can be carried out in different ways: (1) Feedback refers
to a formative process whereby activities carried out are examined
for lessons learned, changes in context and new opportunities that
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may arise because of the activity. (2) Measurement, when used to
talk about evaluation of outcomes, refers rather to a summative
process which implies an evaluation or summary of the outcomes of
an activity when the activity has been completed. For example, you
could “measure” the impact of a business relationship on smallholder
livelihoods or even on community development.
The business model canvas, together with the Scorecard for New
Business Model principles, provides a framework to capture the state
of the business relationship at a given moment in time. Through
repetition at different moments, you can build a sequential view
of how the business models have changed over time. A simple
cost-benefit analysis will show whether participation in the chain
is profitable for all, including smallholders, but measurement of
“sustainable trading relationships” would most effectively probe a
step further. Improvements in producer income from specialisation
for high-value markets may be obtained at the expense of the
resilience of the household economy, long-term food security, the
position of women in the household, or environmental resilience.
So, measures of food security, gender relations and environmental
aspects are additional dimensions for measurement in areas where
these are important issues. This type of information, especially
well-documented evidence that shows developmental impact, has a
market value for buyers as it can contribute to the perceived CSR of a
brand.
It is insufficient, however, to only measure what is happening in the
chain. Rather, a New Business Model requires both measurement
and action on what is found by those measurements. Actions may
be positive – e.g., scaling up good experiences – or more focused on
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Principle #6: Measurement of
outcomes
problem solving – e.g., how to improve practices – but the
critical factor is that the effects of the chain are measured, the
results shared openly with chain actors and decisions on how
to improve made cooperatively.

Key questions
Have indicators been established that will measure the
success of the business relationship?
Are the results of the business relationship measured
frequently?
Does feedback inform decision-making?
Are there feedback loops in place to guarantee effective
chain-wide management and decision-making?

Case Example: SABMiller, Smallholder Agriculture
Programme
The brewery company SABMiller has made a commitment to
support local farming communities in a number of countries where
it operates: South Africa, India, Uganda, Zambia and Tanzania,
using in-sourcing and outsourcing models and hybrid “partnership”
models. A hybrid partnership is defined as specific activities
outsourced to suppliers under close control and supervision.
SABMiller also appreciated the need to evaluate the socioeconomic
benefits of its smallholder programmes, if scaling up were to be
successful.
Through external reviews, it was able to measure the income
benefits to farmers and measure the number of farming families and
dependents. Participating farmers reported more stable prices and a
more stable, long-term market compared to other local crops.
The external evaluation also highlighted areas where SABMiller
could improve its performance: for example, ensuring more timely
payments to farmers; identifying that mismatches in supply and
demand were leading to stockpiling and to vast disparities in orders
from year to year (especially where lack of irrigation led to wide
variation in harvests); and pointing out where the outsourcing
company was reverting to supply from large commercial farms.

Source: Business Linkages: Lessons, Opportunities, and Challenges. IFC.
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Principle #6: Measurement of outcomes
Case example: Cuatro Pinos, Guatemala
Beyond specific decisions made to date regarding the French bean
chain in Guatemala, the process of working with supply chain actors
to assess the sustainability of their systems shows promise on several
fronts.
First, one positive outcome has been the increased visibility to all
actors of their interdependence and need for collective action.
Greater knowledge of the reach of each actor’s decisions, while
not in itself a guarantee of better decision-making, helps generate
more informed dialogue about options and highlights the trade-offs
between short-term pressures and long-term business sustainability.

“Going into this project, I didn’t really know what to expect. As
a buyer, we are usually just concerned with finding high-quality
products that we can sell at a profit. By working with everyone, I have
come to appreciate that, with our increased volume in beans, many
people in Guatemala are finding ways to improve their lives. Today,
I see a bag of French beans as more than just French beans in a
bag – it’s quality of life we are offering.” Dale Hollingsworth – buyer,
Fresh Foods.

Second, increased access to shared information supports more
creative problem solving. Again, while not a cure for all ills, this
information permits actors to better understand the causes of
difficulties and work together to identify solutions.
Finally, a process through which actors are shown their own system
but not provided with ready-made solutions – of which few exist –
seems effective in promoting generative learning at the individual
and collective level. This not only generates better solutions but also
better relationships and, eventually, a stronger supply chain.

Source: Lundy M. 2007. Sustainable Food Lab Innovations for Healthy Value Chains.
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How do NBM principles fit into the business model canvas?
Principle #1: Chain-wide collaboration
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Principle#2: Effective market linkages
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Principle #3: Fair and transparent governance
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Principle #4: Equitable access to services
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Principle#5: Inclusive innovation
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Principle#6: Measurement of outcomes
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How do NBM principles fit into the business model canvas?
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All New Business Model
principles
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How do NBM principles fit into the business model canvas?

All New Business Model
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Scorecard
A TOOL TO EVALUATE THE APPLICATION OF GUIDING
PRINCIPLES TOWARDS LONGER-LASTING AND MORE
INCLUSIVE BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS.

… from theory to practice
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Scorecard
Explanation for participants
The Scorecard is separated according to the six
New Business Model principles, each of which
contains a number of criteria. You should grade
each criterion based on your own perception of
yourself and other chain actors with whom you
interact (i.e., buyers, suppliers, support services,
etc.).

Personal Information
First name
Last name
Age

The grading to be used is a six-point scale
ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly
disagree.” Please note that there is no neutral
score available, which means that you will
always have to decide whether your answer
is more inclined towards the positive or the
negative.

Gender
Company name (if relevant)
ർ Production
ർ Processing
Function in the chain

ർ Sales/commercialisation

You may find that some criteria do not apply to
your particular context, in which case you would
choose the N/A (not applicable) field. A criterion
is only considered not applicable when, because
of the context of the value chain or business
model, it cannot reasonably be applied.

ർ Support service
ർ Other:
Sales:
Trading partners in the chain
Purchases:

Scoring
How long have you been linked to this supply chain?
(i.e., years, months)
Scale
༇
Strongly
agree

༆

༅

Agree

Slightly
agree

༄
Slightly
disagree

༃
Disagree

༂
Strongly
disagree

ർ
N/A
Not
applicable

After every criterion has been allocated a score,
it is time to add up the scores and average them.
The aim is to come up with a final average score
for each principle. This is done by adding up the
scores allocated to each criteria and dividing the
total by the number of criterion ranked (usually
between 7 and 15). Any criteria which do not
apply (marked N/A on the scorecard) can be
excluded from the sum.
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Scorecard for sellers
Words marked with an * are explained in the Glossary (pages 112 and 113).

Principle 1: Chain-wide collaboration

Strongly
disagree

N/A

1

We frequently exchange information formally* with our customer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

2

We frequently exchange information informally* with our customer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

3

We are aware of the effects our decisions have on our customer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

4

Our commercial goals* are aligned with those of our customer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

5

Our social goals* are aligned with those of our customer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

6

Our environmental goals are aligned with those of our customer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

7

We work closely with our customer to resolve problems.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

8
9
10
11
12
13

We are able to respond quickly to problems that may occur with
customer relations.
We recognise and value the interdependence* between ourselves and
our customer.
Our activities and roles complement those of our customer.
Incentives* (financial and nonfinancial) exist to enhance collaborative
behaviour with our customer.
Champions have been identified to lead the collaboration process
with our customer.
We use information and communication technology (ICT)* to enhance
collaboration with our customer.

Total points =
Average score = Total points ÷ (13 – Number of criteria marked N/A) =
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Strongly
agree

______________________
______________________

Why?
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Scorecard for sellers

Principle 2: Effective market linkages

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

N/A

1

Our product offer is stable for our customer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

2

Our trading relationship with our customer is profitable.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

3

Our customer provides social value.*

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

4

Our customer helps us to conserve environmental resources.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

5

We generate a stable income from the sale of our products to our
customer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

6

We have capacity to identify market opportunities and trends.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

7

We frequently review with the customer our position in the market for
opportunities that might arise.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

8

We react rapidly to changes in our customer’s needs.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

9

Our customer is familiar with our production system.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

Total points =
Average score = Total points ÷ (9 – Number of criteria marked N/A) =

______________________
______________________

Why?
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Scorecard for sellers
Principle 3: Fair and transparent governance

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

N/A

1

We know the quality standards required by our customer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

2

The quality standards we need to meet for our customer are consistent.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

3

We understand how our customer determines the pricing for our
product.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

4

We know and understand our customer’s trading terms and
conditions.*

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

We have formal contracts with our buyer.
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Yes ർEŽ ർ

5

(If you respond “Yes,” proceed to #6, but skip #7 and #8; if you respond “No,” skip #6 and
proceed to #7 and #8.)

6

We comply with the formal contracts we have with our buyer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

7

We comply with the informal agreements we have with our buyer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

8

We share production risk* equitably with our buyer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

9

We share market risk* equitably with our buyer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

10

The products we sell to our customer are traceable.*

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

Total points =
Average score = Total points ÷ (9 – Number of criteria marked N/A) =

______________________
______________________

Why?

KEY TOOL 3
The New Business Model
principles

Scorecard for sellers
Principle 4: Equitable access to services
1
2

Our buyer helps us (directly or indirectly) to access appropriate
technical assistance for the production process.
Our buyer helps us (directly or indirectly) to access appropriate
production technology.

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

N/A

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

3

Our buyer helps us (directly or indirectly) to access appropriate
postharvest technology.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

4

Our buyer helps us (directly or indirectly) to access adequate
transport services.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

5

Our buyer helps us (directly or indirectly) to access the inputs
necessary for production and postharvest.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

6

7
8
9
10
11
12

Our buyer helps us (directly or indirectly) to access appropriate
financial services.*
(If you respond with a score greater than “0,” proceed with #7; if you respond with “0,” for
#7 select N/A and proceed with #8.)

The financial services provided are affordable.
Our buyer helps us (directly or indirectly) to access up-to-date market
information.
Our buyer helps us (directly or indirectly) to access appropriate
training services.
The services that are provided (directly or indirectly) by our customer
satisfy our needs.
Our buyer helps us (directly or indirectly) to access appropriate
production risk insurance.
Our buyer helps us (directly or indirectly) to access appropriate market
risk insurance.

Total points =
Average score = Total points ÷ (12 – Number of criteria marked N/A) =

Why?

______________________
______________________
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Scorecard for sellers

Principle 5: Inclusive innovation*

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

N/A

1

We develop innovations jointly with our customer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

2

Innovation is an ongoing activity in our relationship with our
customer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

3

Our customer takes our perspectives and needs into consideration
when developing innovations.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

4

The innovations we develop respond clearly to our customer’s needs.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

5

We share the returns (tangible or intangible) from innovations.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

6

Innovations enable us to offer a differentiated value proposition.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

7

Incentives* form part of our motivation to participate in innovation
processes.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

Total points = ______________________
Average score = Total points ÷ (7 – Number of criteria marked N/A) = ______________________
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Why?
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Scorecard for sellers

Principle 6: Measurement* of outcomes
1

We know and understand the indicators which define the success of
our trading relationship with our customer.

2

We have established (formal or informal) mechanisms which enable us
to measure the success of our relationship with our customer.
(If you respond with a score greater than “0,” proceed with #3; if you respond with a score
of “0,” select N/A for all the following criteria.)

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

N/A

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

3

Evaluation or feedback processes are regular and consistent.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

4

The evaluation process is simple and cost efficient.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

5

Results from evaluation and/or feedback processes form the basis for
decision-making.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

6

The results of measurement rapidly lead to action.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

7

We understand clearly the purpose of measuring information.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

8

The evaluation and feedback processes are jointly designed and
tested with our customer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

9

We play an active role in deciding what information to collect.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

10

We exchange the generated information with our customer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

11

We discuss the generated information with our customer.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

Total points =
Average score = Total points ÷ (11 – Number of criteria marked N/A) =

Why?

______________________
______________________
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Scorecard for buyers
Principle 1: Chain-wide collaboration

Strongly
disagree

N/A

1

We frequently exchange information formally* with our provider.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

2

We frequently exchange information informally* with our provider.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

3

We are aware of the effects our decisions have on our provider.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

4

Our commercial goals* are aligned with those of our provider.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

5

Our social goals * are aligned with those of our provider.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

6

Our environmental goals are aligned with those of our provider.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

7

We work closely with our provider to resolve problems.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

8

We are able to respond quickly to problems that may occur with our
provider.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

9

We recognise and value the interdependence* between ourselves and
our provider.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

10

Our activities and roles complement well those of our provider.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

11
12
13

Incentives* (financial and nonfinancial) exist to enhance collaborative
behaviour with our provider.
Champions have been identified to lead the collaboration process
with our provider.
We use information and communication technology (ICT)* to enhance
collaboration with our provider.

Total points =
Average score = Total points ÷ (13 – Number of criteria marked N/A) =
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Strongly
agree

______________________
______________________

Why?
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Scorecard for buyers

Principle 2: Effective market linkages

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

N/A

1

The product supply from our provider is stable.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

2

Our trading relationship with our provider is profitable.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

3

We deliver social value* to our provider.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

4

We help our provider to conserve environmental resources.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

5

Our provider generates a stable income from our purchase of their
products.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

6

We promote our provider´s creation of new business.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

7

We frequently review with our provider their position in the market in
relation to potential opportunities.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

8

We react rapidly to changes in our provider’s needs.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

9

Our customer is familiar with our provider’s production system.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

Total points =
Average score = Total points ÷ (9 – Number of criteria marked N/A) =

______________________
______________________

Why?
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Scorecard for buyers

Principle
and transparent
governance
Principio 3: Fair
Gobernanza
transparente
y consistente

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

N/A

1

We communicate
our quality
standards clearly
to our
provider.proveedor. ༇ ༆ ༅ ༄ ༃ ༂
Comunicamos
claramente
los estándares
de calidad
a nuestro

ർ

2

Theestándares
quality standards
we require
from
providerson
are estables.
consistent.
Los
de calidad
que exijo
a miour
proveedor

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

3

We help our provider to understand how we determine pricing for
Ayudamos
a entender a nuestro proveedor cómo se forma el precio.
their products.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

4
4

We communicate
our trading
terms and conditions*
Comunicamos
claramente
las condiciones
de compra clearly
y ventatoaour
nuestro
provider.
proveedor.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

5
5

(If you respond
“Yes,” proceed
to #6, but
#7 and #8;
if you respond “No,” skip #6 and
Tenemos
contratos
formales
conskip
nuestro
proveedor.

6
6

Cumplimos con los contratos formales que tenemos con nuestro
We comply with the formal contracts we have with our provider.
proveedor

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

7
7

We comply
with theinformales
informal agreements
have with our provider.
Tenemos
acuerdos
con nuestro we
proveedor.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

8
8

Cumplimos
con los acuerdos
informales
We share production
risk* equitably
withque
our tenemos
provider.con nuestro
proveedor

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

9
9

We share market
risk* equitably
with
our
provider.
Compartimos
el riesgo
productivo
con
nuestro
proveedor.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

10
10

We help our provider
thatcon
their
products
are traceable.*
Compartimos
el riesgoto
deensure
mercado
nuestro
proveedor.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

Apoyamos el acceso a seguros formales y/oinformales contrael riesgo
Total points =
productivo o de mercado
Average score = Total points ÷ (9 – Number of criteria marked N/A) =
Apoyamos a nuestros proveedores con la aplicación de la trazabilidad
de sus productos.

______________________
______________________

We have formal contracts with our provider.

11
12
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Yes ർEŽ ർ

proceed to #7 and #8.)

Why?
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Scorecard for buyers
Principle 4: Equitable access to services
1
2

We help our provider (directly or indirectly) to access appropriate
technical assistance for the production process.
We help our provider (directly or indirectly) to access appropriate
production technology.

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

N/A

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

3

We help our provider (directly or indirectly) to access appropriate
postharvest technology.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

4

We help our provider (directly or indirectly) to access adequate
transport services.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

5

We help our provider (directly or indirectly) to access the inputs
necessary for production and postharvest.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

6

7
8
9
10
11
12

We help our provider (directly or indirectly) to access appropriate
financial services.*
(If you respond with a score greater than “0,” proceed with #7; if you respond with “0,” for
#7 select N/A and proceed with #8.)

The financial services we provide directly to our provider are
affordable.
We help our provider (directly or indirectly) to access up-to-date
market information.
We help our provider (directly or indirectly) to access appropriate
training services.
We are able to satisfy our provider´s needs through the services we
provide (directly or indirectly).
We help our provider (directly or indirectly) to access appropriate
production risk insurance.
We help our provider (directly or indirectly) to access appropriate
market risk insurance.

Total points =
Average score = Total points ÷ (12 – Number of criteria marked N/A) =

Why?

______________________
______________________
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Scorecard for buyers

Principle 5: Inclusive innovation*

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

N/A

1

We develop innovations jointly with our provider.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

2

Innovation is an ongoing activity in our relationship with our provider.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

3

We take our provider´s perspectives and needs into consideration
when developing innovations.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

4
5

We help our provider to develop innovations that respond directly to
our needs.
We share the returns (tangible or intangible) from innovations with
our provider.

6

The innovations we foster with our provider enable us to offer a
differentiated value proposition.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

7

We offer incentives* to motivate our provider’s participation in innovation processes.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

Total points = ______________________
Average score = Total points ÷ (7 – Number of criteria marked N/A) = ______________________
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Why?
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Scorecard for buyers
Principle 6: Measurement* of outcomes
1

We know the indicators which define the success of our trading
relationship with our provider.

2

We have established (formal or informal) mechanisms which enable us
to measure the success of our relationship with our provider.
(If you respond with a score greater than “0,” proceed with #3; if you respond with a score
of “0,” select N/A for all the following criteria.)

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

N/A

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

3

Evaluation or feedback processes are regular and consistent.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

4

The evaluation process is simple and cost efficient.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

5

Results from evaluation and/or feedback processes form the basis for
decision-making.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

6

The results of measurement rapidly lead to action.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

7

We ensure that our provider clearly understands the purpose of
evaluation and/or feedback processes.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

8

The evaluation and feedback processes are jointly designed and
tested with our provider.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

9

We allow our provider an active role in deciding what information to
collect.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

10

We exchange the generated information with our provider.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

11

We discuss the generated information with our provider.

༇༆༅༄༃༂

ർ

Total points =
Average score = Total points ÷ (11 – Number of criteria marked N/A) =

Why?

______________________
______________________
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Glossary
Formal information
flow

Informal information
flow

Commercial goals

Social goals

122

Formal communication (normally
planned or scheduled), e.g., presentations,
meetings, letters, emails, notice boards,
newsletters, scheduled phone calls, etc.

Interdependency

Interdependent actors rely on each other
(economically, socially, environmentally)
and share responsibilities.

All spontaneous communication.
For example, spontaneous or casual
conversations, spontaneous or casual
phone calls, etc.

Incentives (financial
and nonfinancial)

Financial incentives: bonuses, discounts.
Nonfinancial incentives: public
recognition, awards, training.

Those objectives that are solely to
do with profit, e.g., turnover, market
share, sales margin, development of new
products, etc.

Social value

The extent to which social goals are met.
[see “Social goals”]

Trading terms and
conditions

Agreements between buyer and seller on
price, product quality standards,
payment periods, shipment method,
delivery times and costs, packaging,
payment terms (the length of time the
buyer is permitted to pay for the
delivered product).

Production risk

Weather events (droughts, floods, hurricanes, cyclones, sudden drops or increases in temperature, frost, etc.), pest and
disease outbreaks, bush fires, etc., are
major risks that lead to unstable
production and livestock morbidity.

Are aimed at meeting social needs
(caused by poverty, conflict,
catastrophes and other factors). They
also aim to conserve social assets and
to promote favourable social change,
e.g., communications, relations, support
services, fair prices, purchase of regional
goods, environmentally-friendly
products, etc.

KEY TOOL 3
The New Business Model
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Glossary
Market risk

Also referred to as commercial risk.
Includes risks such as volatile
commodity and input product pricing,
volatile exchange rates and interest
rates, etc.

Traceability

The ability to follow or trace a product
from farm to end consumer by means
of product documentation history.
Is traceability a capacity or a set of
procedures?
See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traceability

Financial services

Services such as credit, loans, savings
accounts, money transfers and
insurance. Usually provided by banks,
microfinance institutions, government
institutions or cooperatives.

Intangible
guarantees

In contrast to “tangible guarantees” (that
you can touch or perceive precisely)
such as land and goods, intangible
guarantees work like alternative
guarantees and include contracts with
buyers, certifications, relationships
based on confidence between actors or
commitments by a group of actors to
pay back a loan (solidarity guarantees).

Measurement
(evaluation and
feedback)

In this context, “measurement” refers to two concepts:
t Evaluation refers to a summative process used
to evaluate to what extent objectives have been
met. The purpose of evaluation is to summarise the
results of an activity at a given moment.
t Feedback refers to a formative process used to
tackle deficiencies and improve. Feedback is carried
out more frequently than evaluation.

Information and
communication
technology (ICT)

Includes Internet, mobile phones, wireless networks and
other means of communication.

Innovation

An innovation takes place when you create something
new or reorganise something that already exists in a new
way. There are different types of innovation:
t A product innovation is the introduction of a new
product or service, or an existing product or service is
significantly improved in terms of its characteristics or
the use to which it is put.
t A process innovation is the introduction of a new or
significantly improved process of production or
t distribution. This implies significant changes in
methods, materials and/or computer programmes.
t A marketing innovation is the application of a new
method of commercialisation which implies significant
changes in the design or packaging of a product, and/
or its positioning, promotion or pricing.
t An organisational innovation is the introduction of a
new organisational method in the company’s practices, workplace or external relations.
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Exercise 4: Principles for inclusive
business models
Objective: See how an existing business model performs under the criteria of

6 hours

inclusivity and identification of areas for innovation.

t0OFHSPVQSFQSFTFOUJOH
sellers
t0OFHSPVQSFQSFTFOUJOH
buyers

ials
ter
a
t1SJOUFEDBSET
M
(for subgroups and
individuals)
t7JEFPCFBN

Before getting started
As a sensitising exercise, and in order to help the different participants
(seller, producer associations, buyer) keep clearly in mind the perspective
they should be assuming, it may be helpful to use figures such as the one
at the beginning of Tool #3 (see page 86).
It is important that everyone understands the purpose of the activity: to
strengthen the inclusivity of the trading relationship between two actors,
rather than to improve each separate organisation.
Nevertheless, if you wish to examine (at some other time) the overall
performance of a producer association, the following guide may be a
useful source of information: http://bitly.com/19hP3fd.

x y
z
s
put
In

t4FMMFSCVTJOFTT
model
t#VZFSCVTJOFTT
model

Re

sul

ts

t4DPSFDBSE
t7JTVBMJTBUJPOPGTDPSJOH
t1SJPSJUJTFEBSFBTGPS
improvement

It is very important to clearly define from whose perspective each
principle is to be evaluated. Given that this tool aims to evaluate
inclusivity in trading relationships between a smallholder seller and a
formal buyer, you need to ensure that producer associations do not follow
their natural tendency to assume the role of buyers towards a producer
association; rather, for this exercise, producer associations should take on
the role of sellers towards clients further along in the chain.
When you are working with formal buyers, their focus should not be
on their clients, but rather on their suppliers who will appear in their
business model under the block of key partners (as was explained in the
double-facing value proposition in Key Tool #2).
THIS EXERCISE HAS DIFFERENT FORMATS FOR SELLERS AND BUYERS.

This exercise can be carried out in different ways, depending on the
characteristics of the group. For this reason, it is important to know
the group well (e.g., power structures, relationships, education levels,
homogeneity, etc.). On the next page, you will find three different
scenarios that can be used with different types of groups, but you should
bear in mind that these are merely suggestions – feel free to experiment
with different activities!

Apart from the actual scores allocated to each criterion, key information
arises from the discussion of results and critical reflection on why a certain
score was allocated. The facilitator therefore needs to encourage the
participants to complement their answers by using the empty spaces
provided on the scorecard and/or participating verbally in the facilitatorled discussions.

The facilitator should go through the terms defined in the glossary, given
that not all the participants may be familiar with them or they may be
interpreted differently by different people.

Additionally, the facilitator should ensure that the discussions generated
about the principles are well documented. These discussions could be
vital for future improvement.
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1. Introduction
The facilitator briefly explains each principle using the conceptual information provided at the beginning of Key
Tool #3.
2. Scoring
Scenario 1: Fully facilitated plenary scoring (recommended for sellers)
Each principle is explained and then scored by going through it, one criterion at a time. Thus, for every principle,
each criterion is read aloud in plenary (perhaps even by the participants to help focus attention) and then further
explained by the facilitator. The whole group should then reach a consensus score for the criterion, before moving
on to the next one.

Use Scenario 1 for groups with the
following characteristics:
t Homogeneous characteristics
(profession, origin, education,
etc.)
t A degree of trust among the
participants and little power
imbalance
t Low level of experience with
business analysis tools
t Low level of education
t Main group is small

Scenario 2: Fully facilitated subgroup scoring (recommended for sellers)
tThe main group is divided into smaller groups which have homogeneous characteristics (e.g., group actors of
similar origin or similar functions).
tOnce the subgroups have been established, a secretary is appointed who is responsible for both registering the
group’s scoring and the key points of their discussions.
tThe facilitator briefly explains each principle using the conceptual information in Key Tool #3.
tEach criterion is read aloud in plenary (perhaps even by the participants to help focus attention) and then further
explained by the facilitator.
tEach subgroup reaches consensus on the scoring the members wish to allocate to each criterion.
tContinue in the same way for the remaining criteria.
Scenario 3: Partially facilitated individual scoring (recommended for buyers)
Each participant receives a printed scoring card and begins to allocate scores to each criterion autonomously, with
the facilitator available to answer questions as and when they come up.
3. Totalling
After all criteria have been allocated a score, it is time to add up the scores and average them. The aim is to come
up with a final average score for each principle. This is done by adding up the scores allocated to each criterion
and dividing the total by the number of criteria ranked (usually between 7 and 13). Any criteria which do not apply
(marked N/A on the scorecard) can be excluded from the sum.
In Scenario 2, each subgroup will come up with a result, and in Scenario 3 each individual will come up with a
result. As the aim is to define the business relationship with a specific partner, we recommend adding up the
separate results and averaging them again to obtain a result which is representative of the entire group.
1266

Use Scenario 2 for groups with the
following characteristics:
t
t
t

Homogeneous characteristics
Power imbalance
Low level of experience with
business analysis tools
t Low level of education
t Main group is medium to
large
This scenario leads to discussion
among the subgroups when
allocating scores.
Use Scenario 3 for groups with the
following characteristics:
t Homogeneous characteristics
t Power imbalance
t Experience with business
analysis tools
t High level of education
t Attendance at workshops is
difficult

KEY TOOL 3
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4. Visualisation and discussion
t
Once an average score has been established for each principle, use a spider diagram to visualise the scoring
and discuss with the group. The discussion should focus on explaining the result.
Why did we score this principle in this way?
What does this result tell us about our trading relationship with our provider/buyer?

If it is not possible to arrive at an
agreement in plenary or through
voting, you can use a decision-making
matrix which includes criteria such as
implementation, cost, dependence on
external actors to implement, etc.

5. Prioritisation

When selecting action areas for the
business model, bear in mind:

Based on the discussion of the results, the group should prioritise areas for immediate action. The number of
areas selected for improvement should be realistic, depending on funding and time available.

tTime and funding constraints –
be realistic about what can be
accomplished within given
time/budget limits.

Measurement
of results
6

Chain-wide
1 collaboration

Inclusive 5
innovation

2

Effective
market
linkages

tPower relationships are a key
challenge for New Business Models. It
may be easier to start with a relatively
small innovation in order to promote
trust before attempting more
transformative change.
tEnsure coherence around key, agreed
goals. On the flip side, a common
threat can also promote collaboration.

But do bear in mind:
tEven when collaborative, trading
relationships will always contain
an aspect of tension. It is from this
tension that innovation is born.

Equitable access
to services

Buyer’s perspective

4

3

Fair and
transparent
governance

tMore important than designing a
perfect solution is to start moving
forward and learning on the way.

Seller’s perspective
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Case examples
Cuatro Pinos, Guatemala.
Intelligentsia Coffee, U.S.
Hariyali Kisaan Bazaar (HKB), India
Sustainable Harvest, U.S.
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Case example: Cuatro Pinos, Guatemala

Two types of producer
organisations

Cuatro Pinos Cooperative

La Salad

Exporter of fresh
vegetables

wholesaler

Product flow

Agronomist support

Members:
562 families

Technical assistance

Fixed-price contracts

External producers:
> 5,000 families

Health & education
services

Product flow
tFounded in 1979
tCo-owned by 562 families
tSales volume in 2008: US$14 million
t1,200 women in packing and sorting
Business mission:
tIncrease family income
tOrganise small producers into
cooperative model
tProvide programs of social service to
rural families

Investment

Technical assistance

Product
development

Risk-sharing fund
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Principle # 1: Chain-wide collaboration

0
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2
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Principle # 2: Effective market linkages

Supply chain coordination is based principally on sales projections and
actual sales data, flows from buyers back to the Cooperative and from
there to diverse farmer organisations. In the U.S., the wholesaler LA
Salad also plays a role. Based on projected sales, Cuatro Pinos develops
production plans with partner organisations.
This system functions in a relatively informal manner with market
information relayed to Cuatro Pinos either via email or fax but often
via phone calls (with LA Salad for example). From there, Cuatro Pinos
formalises the process with the development of production plans and
contracts with associated producers and producer associations.
Cuatro Pinos is the aggregating and contracting agent with the
international buyers. It provides key systemic services both to buyers (i.e.,
quality and consistency guarantees) and to farmer organisations.
An effective mechanism to recruit additional growers (clear value
proposition) combined with willingness to work with a broad range of
farmer organisations has enabled them to provide market access for a
large number of farmers.
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Principle # 3: Fair and transparent
governance

Chain governance from Cuatro Pinos back to producer organisations and
individual producers is clear, based on production plans and backed
with formal contracts. Recently, these contracts have included weatherinsurance coverage partially subsidised by the Guatemalan state.
Arguments regarding product quality are still relatively common
(suggesting clarity is still an issue).
Full transition to GlobalGAP is driven through the provision of price
incentives to farmers who gain and maintain certification.

0
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A shared risk fund (between Cuatro Pinos and LA Salad) allows the
Cooperative to guarantee payment to farmers even when product is not
sold because of problems at the port of entry or logistics.
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Principle# 4: Equitable access to services

Access to inputs on credit. The Cooperative secures loans from
commercial banks. Once a loan is received, the Cooperative provides
credit to producers based on the production schedule (planting and
harvest times) and projected volumes. The credit is discounted from the
product received and the producer receives the balance.
Provision of technical assistance through training and support of local
extension agents and/or lead farmers linked to producer associations.
Agricultural insurance to cover the weather risks that farmers face
(purchased as a block, invisible to the farmer).

0

1

2

3

Partner in development: During the 2005–2006 production season, the
Cooperative successfully accessed US$1.5 million in public sector funds for
investment in supplier organisations, including packing sheds, irrigation
facilities and rural housing.
Currently, the Cooperative is developing a food security and nutrition
programme.
Extensive social services for members (health, education, etc.).
A new foundation to support social services to nonmembers funded
by a small percentage of the profits of each member of the French bean
supply chain which, during its first full year of operation (2008), generated
US$60,000.
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Principle # 5: Inclusive innovation
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Principle # 6: Measurement of outcomes

The central point of innovation in this case is the nexus among Cuatro Pinos, LA Salad
and Wegman’s in the U.S. Wegman’s and LA Salad identify potential niches for new
products and/or new presentations of existing products and transmit this information
to Cuatro Pinos. Cuatro Pinos then employs field staff to engage with smallholder
farmers to test and adapt production systems to market needs. Once the production
systems are capable of meeting market needs in terms of quality, the systems are rolled
out to a wider number of farmers based on the sales projections received from the final
client.
Measurement of outcomes occurs within Cuatro Pinos following the cooperative model
(yearly meetings, internal accounting and collective decision-making). The system
works well for cooperative members and is complemented with informal feedback
activities – basically ongoing visits and phone calls – with noncooperative member
organisations.
Recent household nutrition surveys show troubling rates of malnourishment in
20% of cooperative member families who are relatively better off than nonmember
suppliers, so clearly market linkages (including credit) are not enough to solve poverty
on their own.
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1

2

3
Chain-wide
collaboration
Measurements of
results

linkages

Fair and
transparent
governance

Inclusive
innovation
Equitable access
to services
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Case example: Intelligentsia Coffee, USA

Two supplier groups

“A direct trade model“

Coffee roasting company with
own coffee shops in three cities

40% are small-scale farmers
Cooperatives with processing
capacity

Intelligentsia coffee

Green coffee

Transparency contract & quality pricing
premium
Farms with individual
processing capacity

tStarted in 1995
tUS$30 million in sales/year

Its buying philosophy is driven by
a desire for intrinsic quality. The
organisation believes that, in order
to obtain such high-quality coffee, it
needs to work closely with producers.

On-farm quality assessment
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Principle # 1: Chain-wide collaboration
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Principle # 2: Effective market linkages

The principal mechanism used is face-to-face strategy meetings with
Intelligentsia staff two or three months before the harvest in order to outline
business goals with all partners. Besides the preharvest strategy meetings,
Intelligentsia staff also attempt to visit farms during the harvest to monitor
quality, and during postharvest to review, evaluate and celebrate success.
A new mechanism being implemented is the annual “Extraordinary Coffee
Workshop” in which Intelligentsia brings together different coffee farmers to
discuss issues related to quality, market trends and other relevant topics.
Intelligentsia provides direct links to the final customer and directly
identifies high-quality producers. The quality-based business model
requires considerable up-front investment from Intelligentsia so that it can
identify marketable products.
Consumer integration is an important part of Intelligentsia’s quality-based
business model’s success, so consumer education about coffee production,
sourcing processes and quality is of high priority for the firm.
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Principle # 3: Fair and transparent
governance

0
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Fair and transparent governance is ensured through the following
mechanisms:
t

A transparency contract that defines and documents pricing,
responsibilities, costs and profit across the chain of custody. All trade
participants must agree to transparent disclosure of payments back to
the individual farmers.

t

Long-term contracts: Contracts in the first and second year of the
business relationship are for one year. In the third year, given measurable
success and tangible confidence, multiple-year contracts (up to three
years) are designed.

t

Pricing premium and clear pricing structure: The verifiable price
in the Direct Trade Model to the grower or the local cooperative (not
only the exporter) must be at least 25% above the Fairtrade price. The
Intelligentsia tiered pricing system establishes a sustainable base price

KEY TOOL 3
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and ensures there is a clear, tangible link between cup quality and coffee
value.
t

Payment is made in full at the time of export.

t

Quality is measured through cupping. Cupping results are
communicated to and discussed with farmers during the postharvest
field visits. Producers are often able to double their income within a few
harvests. A number of real-life examples show base prices that have grown
threefold.

t

Principle # 4: Equitable access to services

Information management: Intelligentsia has created a system that allows
producers access to the same information as millers and exporters (see
www.cropster.org).
t Access to expert taste testing and access to results database.
t

0

1

2

Support for obtaining preharvest financing (through root capital).

3

Principle # 5: Inclusive innovation

Intelligentsia has noted that its tiered pricing system with its incentive
structures seems to trigger innovation, as growers realise that they can
influence quality to obtain better prices. Most innovations tend to come out of
medium-sized farms.
Intelligentsia actively engages farmers in discussions about how they might
improve cup quality. In some cases, experiments in fermentation or drying
are conducted with growers to assess their effects on cup quality. When
successful, Intelligentsia may offer the coffee as a micro-lot and share the
additional profits with the farmer or cooperative involved.
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Principle # 6: Measurement of outcomes
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Intelligentsia has implemented an interesting way of ensuring that the
premiums paid are actually reaching producers. Individual growers use
a peer control system: the preharvest meetings are used to clarify what
individual farmers will receive; then, communication channels between
Intelligentsia and individual farmers are set up. Producers use these channels
if they feel that their cooperative or an intermediary is not disbursing
premiums as agreed upon in the contract.
In some cases when cooperatives are much larger, Intelligentsia also makes
use of certification schemes such as Rainforest Alliance and UTZ to track
payments. Interestingly, these certifications are not communicated to the
final clients.

Chain-wide
collaboration

Effective
market
linkages

Measurement
of results

Fair and
transparent
governance

Inclusive
innovation

Equitable access
to services
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Case example: Hariyali Kisaan Bazaar (HKB), India
Smallholder
farmers

“Specialized
intermediary hub”

HKB procures from 10,000 Grains delivered directly to hub
farmers and 2,000 dairy
farms (2009). HKB selects
the farmers it wants to
work with, but farmers
are also free to approach
Technical assistance
HKB directly.

DSCL

Hariyali Kisaan Bazaar

Fertilizer and input
company

“Prosperity in agriculture and the
farmers’ market”

Chain of 75 stores set up in 2007, now
300 stores

Commodity markets,
specialty buyers, etc.

Mission: provision of affordable inputs
and links to market with buyback
scheme

Inputs

Produce & dairy pick-up service
Large-scale farmers

Seed purchases

Purchase of seeds
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Principle # 1: Chain-wide collaboration
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Principle # 2: Effective market linkages
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HKB has a buy-back scheme that serves as a link between small-scale
farmers and markets. HKB also procures grains and basic crops from smallscale farmers in order to “move them up the value chain.” Farmers produce
seeds for HKB which HKB then sells at its outlets – it processes the seeds
and sells them under its own label.

HKB aggregates the produce for the farmers. At the farm level, produce
is collected directly, or at the village level, from approximately 500 metres
away from farmers’ fields.

Principle # 3: Fair and transparent
governance

0

Problems are voiced mainly through farmers’ visits to the outlets and
their communications with agronomists. The IT system logs farmers’
enquiries, so that problems are stored and can be fed back to the centre.
Rajesh Gupta, president of Hariyali Kisaan Bazaar, explains, “We always try
to understand problems from the farmer’s side – through our agronomists
and the questions farmers themselves ask in our retail stores.”

3

Pricing, information about pricing and timely payment are all vital for
establishing trust. If farmers are offered lower buy-back, they will go
elsewhere. Information is provided to farmers at a number of outlets.
Mobile phones are also used to announce bonuses and premiums to
farmers for good-quality seed, for example, preseason. Farmers are also
made aware of the support price, which allows them to plan ahead and
make decisions more effectively. Written agreements are in place for
farmers, but “contracts are not enforceable.” A mutual understanding or
agreement is far more powerful.
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Principle # 4: Equitable access to services
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t

Inputs/retailing/household goods

t

Technical advice available at hub and through targeted group
seminars (not one on one in field)

t

Credit or facilitation of credit (through partner bank)

t

Insurance: crop insurance and life insurance (need to probe more
about crop insurance)

t

Market linkages through seed production (which has now expanded
significantly), dairy, and grain

t

Fuelling stations with transparent pricing (cooking gas) are also
available at the outlets, as are demonstration plots for training
purposes.

Principle # 5: Inclusive innovation
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3

HKB prides itself on its high-quality seed production. There is a degree
of collaboration in order to ensure that this high quality is met. Farmers,
for example, are given foundation seed to maximise quality and HKB
has control of the input material they give to farmers to ensure that
genetic purity is maintained. Because of this, rejection rates of seeds
sold to HKB by farmers are very low. Gupta believes that approximately
90–95% of seeds are bought back from the farmers. For seed, HKB offers
tech services to farmers to help them meet quality standards and has a
continuous engagement and dialogue with farmers.
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Principle # 6: Measurement of outcomes
In general, Gupta and Chhabra (head of retail operations)
evaluated an outlet’s success based on the percentage of
total agri-input market that HKB was able to capture in each
outlet’s catchment area.
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Chain-wide
collaboration

Effective
market
linkages

Measurement
of results

Fair and
transparent
governance

Inclusive
innovation
Equitable access
to services
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Case example: REOPA and Colruyt, Peru
Colruyt, a Belgian supermarket chain, purchases asparagus from REOPA, a Peruvian smallholder farmer organiation. REOPA receives support
from the Belgian NGO Veco Andino, which also facilitated the application of LINK Methodology with other supply chain actors Glandules (canned
asparagus) and Scano Noliko (imports asparagus to Belgium).

Producer
P
d
organisation

Processor
(Peru)

Supermarket
(Belgium)

Importer
(Belgium)

(Peru)

Principle # 1:
Chain-wide collaboration

Currently established:
NOLIKO heads up collaboration
t Clear roles among actors
t Common objective to add value to
product
t Focus on problem-solving
To improve in the future:
t Contribute to REOPA’s stable income
t Work to share social goals with
Gandules
t Improve regularity of information flow

Chain-wide collaboration

Measurement of
results

linkages

Inclusive
innovation

Fair and transparent
governance

Equitable access to
services
REOPA

Gandules SAC

Scana Noliko

Colruyt

Note: Veco Andino did not apply Principle 4: Equitable access to services.
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Principle # 2: Effective market linkages

Currently established:
t Buyers are familar with the production linkages
t Price transparency between Colruyt and REOPA
To improve in the future:
t Lack of price transparency between NOLIKO and Gandules
t Quality specifications have not been thoroughly discussed (differing
conceptions)
t Lack of information regarding product flow (Gandules)
t Untimely exchange of information
t Unestablished problem-solving mechanisms

Principle # 3: Fair and transparent governance

Currently established:
t Innovative business proccesses which include farmers (NOLIKO and
Colruyt)
t Innovative production process in REOPA
t Joint discussions to improve quality of product delivery
To improve in the future:
t Include needs of small producers in innovation process

Principle # 5: Inclusive innovation

Currently established:
t Identification of new markets (frozen)
To improve in the future:
t Work to stablilize REOPA’s income (deficiencies in quality of product
design)
t Familiarize farmers and consumers with origin and final destination of
products

Principle # 6: Measurement of outcomes
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To improve in the future
t Partially established feedback mechanism
t Meetings to evaluate advances made (to resolve conflicts)
t Regular exchange of information
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Case example: Sustainable Harvest, USA
Sustainable Harvest is a specialty coffee importer that uses
the “Relationship Coffee Model” to bring partners together in
a sustainable supply chain that benefits everyone involved,
from the farmer to the end consumer. This approach builds
direct, transparent market linkages for coffee growers while
investing in training and management systems to improve
their ability to produce high-quality coffee.
.

Let’s Talk Coffee is an annual event organised
by Sustainable Harvest and its partners
along the value chain that brings together
hundreds of coffee roasters and growers for
direct conversations in an innovative and
transparent forum.
In an industry where it is often difficult for
partners to meet face to face, Let’s Talk Coffee
provides a unique platform for business
partners to create and maintain open lines of
communication, humanising their business
relationships and bringing the Relationship
Coffee Model to life.
Participants gather to gain an understanding
of collective, practical actions that can be
taken to ensure a future of specialty coffee.
This year’s program focused on price risk
management, quality calibration and farmer
income diversification.

In 2012, the event hosted 379 participants,
including producer organisations, coffee
roasters, nonprofit organisations and financial
institutions from 22 countries.
A direct result and benefit of the Let’s Talk
Coffee forum were 11 million pounds of
coffee sales that were negotiated during
meetings at the event.

Sustainable Harvest’s annually organised
gathering of value chain actors is an example of
how a lead firm fosters direct communication,
facilitates negotiation between distant chain
actors, provides access to critical information that
matters especially to small coffee growers and
encourages chain actors to take mutual action.
www.sustainableharvest.com/relationship-coffee/let/
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CIAT International Center for Tropical Agriculture
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Key tool

4

The prototype
cycle
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Profile

Goals

Key questions

Design, test and continually evaluate the
business model in order to improve.

Where is our business model today?
Where do we want our business model to be in the future?
What has to change?
What would progress look like and how can we measure it?
What worked, what did not and how can we improve?

Profile

What it can do
t

t

t
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Provide a framework to move from the
analysis of the current business model
to a process of iterative design-testingevaluation to improve specific areas of
the business model.
Facilitate practical, learn-by-doing
cycles that permit rapid testing and
learning to achieve faster results.
Identify ways to measure progress
towards an improved business model,
highlight what is working well and

t

what is not working well and assist in
reaching scalable improvements.
Encourage the engagement of all
members of the business model in
dialogue and testing of improvements.

What it can’t do
Provide a perfect solution to improve your
business model right away.
The prototype cycle is designed as an
iterative learning process. Learning takes
place as you move towards your goals.
Trying new things is inherently risky, with
failure possible. This tool does not guarantee
success but rather a process in which to “fail
forward.”

KEY TOOL 4
Perspectives

I represent a producer
organisation...

I represent a buyer
“How can we meet the recent
sustainability targets set by our
corporate headquarters while at the
same time engaging and expanding our
smallholder sourcing program?”

“How can we improve communication
with our buyers so that they better
understand both our service needs
and potential to help them grow their
businesses?“
“Our farmers are constantly
experimenting but none of these
experiments are done in collaboration
with our buyers. How can we learn
together?”

“How can we develop novel products
and stories that will help us differentiate
ourselves in an increasingly competitive
marketplace?”

Perspectives

“Supplies are tight for our quality
specifications for this product;
smallholder farmers might be a good
option to diversify our supply base.
What can we do to make our company
attractive as a preferred buyer for
smallholder farmers?”

I represent an NGO or
development agency…
“How can we move beyond mere
analysis of the value chain and
business model to really achieve
change that benefits smallholder
farmers and their buyers in our target
region?”
“Now we have an idea what needs

to change, but how do we go about
facilitating this in a practical way that
leads to lasting change?”
“Both the farmers and the buyers
know that the business model needs
to be improved but aren’t clear on
how to do this. We would like to

facilitate this process but don’t know
how.”
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Concept

The concept
The prototype cycle is an iterative learning
process which is continuously tested and
improved on the go.

… from theory to practice

1488
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The process for arriving at a prototype*
The prototype is the business model you want to attain, an improved
form of your current business model.
Through prior application of tools, such as mapping the value chain,
the business model canvas, and the principles for New Business
Models, you have identified various problems and opportunities.
These now become important inputs with which you can feed the
design of your prototype.

Where you are
(BASELINE)

*The term “prototype” comes from the Latin,
where proto means first and typus means shape
or pattern.

Where you want to be
(THE PROTOTYPE)

Continuous improvement
(PROTOTYPE CYCLE)
CURRENT BUSINESS MODEL

FUTURE BUSINESS MODEL
Problems and bottlenecks identified by applying tools:
MAPPING THE VALUE CHAIN
THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
PRINCIPLES FOR BUSINESS MODEL
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What is the prototype cycle?

Design the
interventions

Adjust what
doesn´t work

The prototype cycle is a doing-and-learning cyclical process.
The inputs to be used in its construction come from the
previous exercises, especially from the simple evaluation of
a business model (Exercise #3) and the inclusivity evaluation
using the NBM principles (Exercise #4).
The aim of the prototype cycle is to resolve those problems
which impede progress, rotating between the following
stages:
Plan – Test (do) – Check (measure outcomes) – Adapt or
Adopt

Adopt
what
worked

Innovation inevitably includes the risk of failure – but it
is better to fail and adjust what didn’t work than to do
nothing, waiting for a perfect solution. The emphasis of the
prototype is on action.

The Prototype
Cycle

The prototype cycle can take from 3 to 6 months to apply
(obviously, smaller innovations would take less time). The
first rotation of the cycle ends with the first measurement of
outcomes.

Test/
implement
Measure results
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Based on the results of this process, you will decide whether
to take action and/or redirect the focus if necessary. There
are no hard and fast rules regarding how soon to undertake
the first measurement of outcomes; you will need to find a
balance between practicality and control – to adjust what
did not work and adopt what did. From there, the second
rotation of the cycle begins, and so on – until you reach
a satisfactory and adequate conclusion. This could take
several rotations of the cycle.
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How to develop a prototype
New Business Model principles
Map of the value chain

Problems and bottlenecks at
the system level

Business model canvas

Internal strengths and weaknessess
of the organisation
Poorly functioning areas, in terms of
inclusivity

x y
z
s

put

Im

How do I package the results
of the previous exercises
into a prototype cycle?
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1

Plan the intervention

Performance vs. inclusivity

Why is this distinction important?

When it is time to implement the prototype cycle, you need to
synthesize the results of the previous exercises, especially the
problems and opportunities that emerged from each exercise.

It is generally assumed that inclusivity and overall performance are
mutually strengthened through positive feedback loops. This means
that greater inclusivity contributes to better overall performance,
and better performance, in general, contributes to greater inclusivity.

When examining the diagnoses, you should be able to identify two
dimensions:
t

Those problems and opportunities which require interventions
aimed at improving the inclusivity of a business relationship,
which is the main thrust of LINK Methodology.

t

Those problems and opportunities identified during the previous
exercises, with solutions that result in improving the overall
performance of an organisation.

It is a means, not an end
It is a bilateral process

However, in order to develop an action plan and determine
respective roles, responsibilities and financing for an innovation,
it is important to be aware of the distinction between the two
terms. Given that inclusion is a bilateral action which involves
both parties assuming responsibilities, interventions to improve

It achieves higher
income for associates

INCLUSION
OVERALL
PERFORMANCE
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This mutual strengthening is the result of a bilateral phenomenon:
for the actor who wishes to be included, a strong overall
performance is more commercially attractive, which in turn increases
the possibility of him being included in a business relationship.
Conversely, for the actor who implements inclusion, strong
performance results in greater ability to include.

It is a unilateral
process

Inclusion is a bilateral activity. It
involves the actor who includes as
well as the actor who wishes to be
included.

KEY TOOL 4
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inclusivity automatically involve both actors in the trading
relationship. In contrast, interventions to improve the overall
performance of an organisation can usually be carried out
more independently of the client/provider (although they may
well involve indirect partners and stakeholders such as NGOs,
consultants, state actors).
The prototype design consists of one or more interventions,
with each intervention relating to a thematic line of
improvement, for example, collaboration between actors,

governance, inclusive innovation, etc. Each intervention consists of
several activities which are related to the different business model
blocks. Together, the interventions outline a precise vision of where
you want to take the current business model, that is, the prototype.
In order to achieve this vision, and bearing in mind that each
intervention aims to work on a different thematic area, you need to
work out a logical order or pathway not only for the interventions
but also for the sequence of activities within each intervention.

Intervention 1
Activity 1
Activity 2
Activity 3

Intervention 2
Activity 1
Activity 2
Activity 3

Current business model

Future business model

Intervention 3
Baseline

Activity 1
Activity 2
Activity 3

Vision
153

Test (do!)
2

It is infinitely preferable to just take a step than to do nothing while you try
to determine what the “right” first step is.
The first step taken is the beginning of the learning process – once you are
on your way, you will be able to see more clearly what needs doing.
The trick is to keep improving processes step by step until you reach the
desired outcome.

Loooking ahead

At this stage in the process, the diagnosis and planning are complete
and the groups need to take the plunge into their new business
ventures. As with all planning, implementation often leads to
unexpected challenges that need to be addressed by the group and
the facilitator as they arise. Success at this stage will depend on the
leadership of the group and the commitment of the team to take on
these new challenges and deal with them pragmatically.

Continuous
improvement

The next
step

Rapid cycle
154

Adapted by Rother M; Kata T. Managing People for
Improvement, Adaptiveness and Superior Results.
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Monitor and evaluate the prototype cycle (check)
3

The prototype cycle needs constant and opportune feedback on
implementation to ensure that things are working the way you want
them to. Monitoring and evaluation are therefore crucial activities
in the prototype cycle and are, in fact, what make a prototype cycle
different from any other action plan.

The M&E process includes different levels or dimensions, each
with its own specific success indicators. The activities within each
thematic intervention should achieve results at the following levels:
t

Results at the level of the indicators defined for each specific
activity.

It is important to point out here that when we talk about monitoring
and evaluation (M&E), we are NOT referring to a rigid system aimed
at measurement; rather, M&E should be thought of as a feedback
system aimed at learning what is working and what isn’t, in real time.

t

Results at the level of the business model and business
relationship.

t

Results at the level of the value chain.

This type of constant monitoring enables you to make better
decisions based on what you have learned. Monitoring enables you
to change what has not worked well, and to re-start the cycle as soon
as possible after the check, or, alternatively, to permanently adopt
those elements that have worked well.

t

Results at the level of small-scale producers’ quality of life.

Long term
Medium term

The cycle of Plan – Test (do) – Check – Adjust/Adopt enables the
action plan to evolve, to develop and to improve.

Changes in the livelihoods of small-scale producers

Short term

In the latter case (when you adopt something that has worked
well), monitoring doesn’t just stop. It becomes part of an iterative
measurement process of successful elements, which may still need
adjusting at some point in the future, for example, when the business
model environment changes.

What results do you expect to see?

Changes in the value chain

Changes in the business
model

Changes in
activities and
tasks

Time
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Performance indicators for three dimensions of change
3

1 Indicators for the business model level
The business model is the first dimension where you can expect to see change initiated by interventions.
Block 1: Customers
t Number of customers per segment/
market
t Frequency of sales per customer
t Volume of sales per customer
t Duration of business relationship with
each customer
t Type of business agreement with
each customer
Block 2: Value proposition
t Description of the product(s)
t Product portfolio
t Tangible characteristics
t Intangible characteristics
Block 3: Channels
t Means of distribution
t Responsibility for delivery
t Place of delivery
t Time taken to deliver
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Block 4: Customer relations
t Method of communication with each
customer
t Frequency of communication with
each customer.
Block 5: Revenue streams
Income from product sales:
t Value of product
t Total value per client
t Total value per product category
t Net profit
t Payment method
t Payment frequency
t Cost types
Other income
Block 6: Key resources
t Availability of key resources

t Degree of efficiency in the use of key
resources
t Sustainability of key resources
Block 7: Key activities
t Efficiency of key activities
Block 8: Key partners
t Number of partners necessary for the
smooth functioning of the business
t Degree of dependency of key partners
t Benefits obtained by key partners
t Quality of services delivered by key
partners
t Duration of relationship with key partners
Block 9: Cost structure
t Type and value of most important costs
t Value of fixed costs and value of variable
costs (alternatively: value of direct costs
and value of indirect costs)
t Percentage of costs covered by support
partners
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2 Indicators for the value chain level
The value chain is the next level, after the business model, where you can expect to see change.
Costs
Evolution of production costs in the different links of the chain.
Are costs stable, increasing or decreasing?

Profitability
Evolution of gross or net profit along the value chain. Is profit
stable, increasing or decreasing?

Harvest per unit
Evolution of harvests or productivity per unit, investment or
employment in the value chain. For example, production per
hectare planted or quantity of cheese produced per litre of milk.

Distribution of benefits
How does the distribution of the final product or products along
the value chain and among diverse actors evolve over time? Who
retains the most value, and how does this distribution change
over time?

Product value
Evolution of the end product’s commercial value (adjusting for
currency). Is the product value stable, increasing or decreasing?
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3 Indicators for the level of small-scale
producers’ livelihoods

This level, which represents the usefulness of many interventions,
is the final level in which the results of interventions can be seen.
Changes at this level take place over a longer period of time.
Participation in the local economy

Diversification of income sources and income
stability during the year

t How does the relative importance of
the market chain change over time in
relation to other economic activities in
the local economy?
Participation of income from the business
model in overall livelihood strategies of the
target population

t How do market chain activities affect
income diversity and security of the
target population during the year?
Use of added income of the market chain
t How does the target population use
the added income generated by the
market chain?
t Who decides upon the use of the
added income generated by the
market chain?
Employment generation
t How does the market chain contribute
to temporary or permanent
employment generation disaggregated
by gender, ethnicity or age?
t Who from within the community gains
most of these opportunities?
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t

How does the percentage of the target
population’s income originating from the
activities related to the business model
evolve?
t This measurement can include the sale
of products, employment or reduction
in purchases as a result of the strategy
to increase competitiveness. Although
income gains are positive, it is critical to
avoid overdependence on any one activity
or business model.

Notes on evaluating smallholder livelihoods:
tThis highly simplified list should always be
applied bearing in mind gender differentiation
to account for diverse impacts on women and
men. In some cases, it may also make sense to
differentiate by ethnicity or age.
tMany far more formal and robust evaluation
approaches exist. If resources are available to
implement and make use of data from such
approaches, this initial list can be greatly
expanded. See, for example,
http://thecosa.org/.
tIn some cases, the above list might be
complemented or even replaced by tools such
as the Pathway Out of Poverty IndexTM (PPITM)
developed by the Grameen Foundation
(http://progressoutofpoverty.org/).

HERRAMIENTA 4
El ciclo del prototipo
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CIAT International Center for Tropical Agriculture
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Exercise 5: Build the problem tree
Objective: Synthesize the distinct problems and opportunities that

4 hours

came out of the previous exercises, and identify their causes and effects.

ials
ter
a
M

tDifferent-coloured
cards
tSheets of paper
tDifferent-coloured
markers
tTape

x y
z
s
put
In

One or several problem
trees which represent
causes, subcauses and
effects.

su
Re

lts

Key actors in the
business model

Chain value map, current business model canvas, simple
evaluation of current business model and evaluation of
commercial relationships using New Business Model principles.

For this exercise, you will need not only the concrete results from previous
exercises (such as the identification of positives and negatives in the
business model or the spidergram that resulted from the evaluation of
NBM principles) but also the documentation of the informal discussion
that arose during the exercises. It is here that all your careful prior
documentation will bear fruit.

Documentation

In this exercise, it is important to be able to distinguish between problems
with inclusivity between seller and buyer (which is the main focus of this
methodology) and problems with individual performance of each of the
actors in the business relationship which will inevitably become visible
during the implementation of this methodology. Although inclusivity and
performance are closely related (see pages 17 and 124), it is important to
prioritise those problems which, if resolved, would enable the included
actor to become more commercially viable, and the including actor to
increase his or her capacity for inclusion. In this way, you will ensure that
the resulting action plan is of equal interest to both parties.

The facilitator will definitely need help with this exercise: appoint one
secretary who will help manage cards and the visual construction of the
trees and another to take notes on conclusions.

As long as the problem tree is constructed carefully – maintaining logical
relationships between the different levels: problem, cause, subcause,
direct effect and secondary effect – the following exercise should be
relatively simple.
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It is essential that you keep the problem trees which are drawn up during
this exercise in order to carry out the next. One way of doing this is to
take a good-quality photograph (high resolution, with good lighting and
focus) of each problem tree.

A problem tree is a useful tool for analysing complex issues. You can
find more information about this tool in the following documents:
http://bit.ly/1vAGbiV (in English)
http://bit.ly/1vd2c51 (English/Spanish)
http://bit.ly/1tki6rT (in Spanish).
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1. Summarise results
tOne or several members of the group should summarise the results from Exercise 3 (Simple evaluation of the
business model) and from Exercise 4 (New Business Model principles).
tEach problem identified should be written on a separate card. Use two distinct colours to separate (1) problems
which came out of the Simple evaluation, bearing in mind that this refers much more to the internal performance of
the organisation; and (2) problems which came out of the Scorecard for New Business Model principles, bearing in
mind that this relates directly to inclusivity.
tIf any other problems have been identified (perhaps as a result of informal discussions during activities or when
mapping the value chain), you will need to decide which category they belong to (will their solutions contribute
to internal performance or inclusivity?) and colour-code them accordingly. (See pages 28 and 152 for more
explanation.)

The “Double-entry Matrix
Tool” is a simple tool to apply,
taking 30 to 45 minutes. For more
information on how to use this
tool, see pages 60 and 61 in the
following document:
http://bit.ly/1tkip64

tGather together individual problem cards which relate to the same topic.
2. Prioritise the problems
Once problems have been identified, the group needs to order them in terms of importance, feasibility, potential
impact and/or resources required. This is often easier said than done, as every problem seems to be of equal
importance. The group should decide together on the criteria for prioritising the problems:
t
t

If the criterion chosen is the importance of the problem, feasibility of change or potential impact, a double-entry
matrix tool can help you to compare each problem one by one and to identify the most urgent.
If the prioritisation criterion is resources required (availability, cost), a simple two-column table should suffice: use
Column 1 to note down an area for improvement and Column 2 to detail the respective key resources. Using this
method, it is easy to see whether the necessary resources to solve each problem (or area for improvement) are
available.

We recommend selecting a maximum of three problems dealing with performance and three problems dealing with
inclusivity. Each problem identified will generate its own problem tree.
Place the problem card on the trunk of the tree or in the middle of your work space. (Depending on the problem you
have chosen to analyse, you may find it necessary to define a more specific problem that derives from the core issue.)
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3. Analyse the causes of the core problems
t
t
t

Now it is time to identify the causes of the problem. Ask the group: What are the causes of the core problem (or the
specific problem)?
All ideas should be written down on cards and pasted below the core problem, in no particular order. Keep going until
the group has run out of ideas.
You now need to sort and group the causes identified. Some of them may be duplicates of the same idea and some may
be what are considered subcauses of a main cause. Identify the subcauses by asking the question Why? repeatedly.

4. Analyse the effects of the core problems
tFollow previous steps as you did for identifying and analysing the causes of the problem. Ideas should be pasted above the
core problem.
tNow try to work out which are direct effects of the problem and which are secondary effects. Ask the group: What are the
direct effects of this problem? What further effects do these direct effects contribute to? The group should discuss together and
define the relationships between the effects generated by the problem.

When you analyse a
problem in depth, including its
causes and effects, do not be
surprised if you discover that
problems relating to inclusion and
problems relating to performance
have the same causes and effects.
This can be explained by the
synergistic relationship between
inclusion and performance.

5.Presentation and discussion
Finally, one or several members of the group should present the problem tree (or trees) to the rest of the group and verify
that the analysis is complete.

EFFECT IT
CONTRIBUTES TO

When you are writing up
the core problems, avoid using
words such as lack of …, never …,
there isn’t/aren’t …, etc. If you do
not respect this rule, the problem
analysis will be imprecise and the
following exercise (Building the
solution tree) will not work.
Each of the problem
trees represents a potential area
for improvement, and so each
problem can be converted into an
intervention area.

CENTRAL
PROBLEM

problem
Why?
CAUSE 1

Why?
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Subcause

Why?
CAUSE 2

Why?

Subcause

Exercise 6: Build the solution tree and
logical pathway
Objective: Solve problems and identify activities

ials tDifferent-coloured cards
ter
a
M
tSheets of paper
tDifferent-coloured markers
tTape

2 hours

x y
z

Key actors in the business model,
who build the problem trees
previously

Problem tree(s)

s
put
n
I

Through this exercise, you will define the activities needed to build your
future business model, that is the prototype: a more inclusive business
model. It is vitally important, therefore, to bear in mind that inclusivity is
the focus of this exercise.
The exercise should be relatively easy to carry out provided the problem
trees constructed in Exercise 5 were built carefully, ensuring that the
logical relationships among problems, causes and effects were analysed
sensibly.
Given that this exercise will lead to activities to improve the business
model, it is absolutely vital to document not only the results but also the
discussions that will take place around the construction of the solution
tree and the logical pathway. This will be particularly useful when it
comes to monitoring and evaluating results because it will enable you to
compare “before” and “after.” It will also feed into the following prototype
cycles, in which you will need to define whether the problems were
solved or not and why.

Re

s

s
ult

Solution tree(s)
Logical pathway

As in the previous exercise, designating a secretary who will help the
facilitator with registering conclusions is indispensable.
1. Recap the problem tree(s)
One or several members of the group should recap the problem tree (or
trees) in their own words. Make sure that the problem tree is displayed on
a wall or on the floor, leaving free work space to its right.

For more detail and examples on how to build a solution tree and a
logical pathway, see pages 65–66 and 71–73 in the following document:
http://bit.ly/1tkip64.
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2. Transform negative wording into positive
By changing the core problem into positive wording, you will generate your main objective for this intervention area of the
prototype cycle. For example:
Problem: “weak feedback from the buyer to the seller on his new commercial needs”
Solution: “strong feedback from the buyer to the seller on his new commercial needs”
3. Summary and discussion
At the end of the exercise, one or several members of the group should recap the solution tree in their own words, and
verify the logic of both trees.

EFFECT IT
CONTRIBUTES TO
Direct

Direct
CENTRAL
PROBLEM

5
4

RESULT IT
CONTRIBUTES TO
Performance
indicator 1

Performance
indicator 2

GENERAL
OBJECTIVE

1
2

problem
Cause 1
Subcause 1.1
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Cause 2
Subcause 2.1

objective
3

Activity 1
Activity 1.1

Activity 2
Activity 2.1

When you build the
solution tree, it is easier to start
with the core problem and
continue downward, that is,
transform causes into specific
objectives or activities. Then
move upward to transform effects
to performance indicators and
final results.
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4. Draw the logical pathway
Once you have identified your objectives through the use of the solution tree, organise them into a logical order.
Bear in mind that some objectives can be worked on simultaneously, while for others you will need to achieve certain
objectives first before being able to progress.
This ordering of objectives constitutes a logical pathway for interventions, so that you can move from addressing a
problem in a specific area of the current business model to improving that area in the future model or prototype.
When you have organised the objectives logically, finish building the logical pathway by adding the previously
determined activities and products/performance indicators for each objective. Thus, the logical pathway ends up
becoming a planning tool for the implementation of the prototype cycle.

The importance of the
logical pathway is to have an
illustrated navigation map
that is understood by all the
participants who are designing
the interventions for the
prototype cycle.

5. Summary and discussion
At the end of the exercise, one or several members of the group should recap the logical pathway in their own words
and verify the logic of the exercise.

Activity 1
Activity 2
Activity 3

Objective

TODAY
Central problem

Activity 1
Activity 2
Activity 3

Product 1
Product 2
Product 3

Objective
Product 1
Product 2
Product 3

Activity 1
Activity 2
Activity 3

Activity 1
Activity 2
Activity 3

TOMORROW

Objective

General objective

Product 1
Product 2
Product 3

Objective
Product 1
Product 2
Product 3
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Exercise 7: Build the future
business model
Objective: Articulate the proposed changes to the business model

3 hours

Key actors in the
business model

.
ials tDifferent-coloured cards
ter
a
M

tSheets of paper
tDifferent-coloured markers
tTape

x y
z tThe current business model
s
put
In

tThe problem tree(s)
tThe solution tree(s)

This exercise follows the same logic as in Exercise 2 (Build the business
model canvas). The only difference is that the questions now focus on a
desired future model.
You can carry out the exercise on the same business model canvas
constructed previously, simply using different-coloured cards so that the
elements that are to change will be highlighted.
If the current business model canvas is too crowded for the above to be
an option, you can undertake the future model on a separate canvas, but
make sure you keep the current model visible at all times in the room
where you are working.

Re

sul

ts

The future business model

Ideally, when you are finished, your future business model canvas will
be accompanied by a brief document summarising the main conclusions
obtained during the exercise.

This projection of the business model into the future can also help
visualise different scenarios, using the question What if …? This would
enable you to carry out a hypothetical rehearsal of what the business
model would look like if one of the intervention ideas were to take place
in practice.

To capture the value of this exercise
The facilitator should ensure that the main points and conclusions from
discussions are recorded (using notes, photographs, audio or video
recording); pay particular attention to participants’ expectations of the
future business model and the changes they hope to see in each block of
the current model. You will find that many valuable ideas and conclusions
come up that will feed into the next exercise: Build the action plan and
the monitoring and evaluation plan.
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We strongly recommend keeping the current business model
visible while undertaking the construction of the future business model.
This will facilitate constant comparison between the model of today and
the model of tomorrow, and visualisation of which blocks will change the
most.
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1. Review the current business model and the problem and solution trees
One or several members of the group should recap the current business model, the problem tree(s) and the solution
tree(s).
2. Build the future business model
Using the solution tree as a base, build the future business model:
t What do we want our future business model to be?
t How would it work?
t What key elements in each block would need to change?
t Which key elements would change in the customer segments block?
t Which key elements would change in the value proposition block?
t Which key elements would change in the channels block?
t Which key elements would change in the customer relations block?
t Which key elements would change in the revenue streams block?
t Which key elements would change in the key resources block?
t Which key elements would change in the key activities block?
t Which key elements would change in the key partners block?
t Which key elements would change in the cost structure block?
t
3. Summary and discussion
At the end of the exercise, one or several members of the group should recap the future business model in their own
words and discuss the projection with the rest of the group.
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Exercise 8: Build the action plan an
and
pl
the Monitoring & Evaluation (M&E) plan
Objective: Design a plan that will move you from theory to

ls
ria tDifferent-coloured cards
e
at
tSheets of paper
M

tDifferent-coloured markers
tTape

Key actors in the
business model

3 hours

practice, with progress indicators for each of the different levels
where change is expected.

x y
z
ts
pu
n
I

tSolution tree(s)
tLogical pathway

The action plan must be based on realistic projections of the time and
resources available to those responsible for implementing the plan. It is
better to start off with a less ambitious plan which is achievable than to
construct an overly complex plan which is unrealistic. But rest assured,
each time you go through the prototype cycle, you will be able to
increase the complexity of the activities to be implemented.

Re

s

s
ult

tAction plan
tMonitoring &
evaluation plan

To visualize the sequence of activities in the action plan, it may be
useful to render the action plan into a Gantt chart, which is a timeline
of tasks. Free tools are available which enable you to coordinate project
implementation within a team, and also offer the option of developing
the Gantt chart tools, for example, https://redbooth.com/.

The monitoring and evaluation (M&E) plan should be useful and practical,
not an extra bureaucratic burden for those involved. The aim of the M&E
plan is to provide timely information regarding how the planned activities
are being carried out.
The M&E plan includes measuring change beyond a specific intervention.
That is, it also reflects changes in the business model, value chain and
livelihoods of small-scale producers. With each dimension, it looks further
into the future: changes to intervention indicators will be visible in the
short term, while a change in the livelihoods of smallholder farmers will
usually be visible only in the long term.
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Both the action plan and the previous exercises should be carried
out by the same key players who will be responsible for implementing the
plan, and who have participated in all the diagnostic exercises. In order
for the plan to be carried out practically, it is crucial that those involved
have understood the importance of the changes that they will face.
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1. Recap
One or several members of the group should begin the exercise with a recap of the solution tree and the logical
pathway which were built in the previous exercise.
2. Build the action plan
Each solution tree previously created corresponds to an intervention and, provided these trees were carefully
constructed, you should by now have all the inputs you need to develop an action plan. All you will need to do is to
re-analyse the previously defined specific activities and decide on their sequence and duration. Depending on the
complexity of the activity, each activity can be split into multiple smaller tasks. The group should then decide who is
responsible for each activity (and/or task).
On a large sheet of paper, draw a simple table in which the rows show the activities and their respective tasks in the
correct sequence and the columns are used for duration of each activity (and/or task), deadline, who is responsible
for carrying it out, resources needed and forms of communication or final delivery.

It is important that the wording
for activities be very specific – we
recommend using action verbs to
state your purpose.

A “task” refers to a subdivision
of an activity.

The following questions will help guide this exercise:
tWhat activities will be carried out?
tCan I split the activities into several smaller tasks?
tHow long will the activity/task take?
tWhat is the deadline for completing the activity/task?
tWhat financial resources are needed to implement the activity/task?
tWhat personal resources are needed to implement the activity/task?
tRegarding progress in implementing the activity, who do we need to inform, when and how?

An “indicator” supplies
information about the state or
condition of something.

3. Determine the intervention progress indicators
When you drew up the problem tree and the logical pathway, you defined certain performance indicators (or
product indicators/expected result indicators). Now, you need to return to these indicators and review them in
greater depth since they are the primary input for the third phase of the prototype cycle: measurement.
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To carry out measurement, you need to be clear on the answers to two questions:
tWhat are we going to measure?
tWhere are we going to measure?
The first question refers to the indicators defined by the group for each intervention, for which the aim is to learn how far
you have progressed towards the ideal condition. Each activity or task has these very specific indicators. The group now
needs to define a scale of indicators for each intervention or thematic area, using the following questions as a guide:
tWhat change do we expect to see? (imminent change that you are relatively confident of achieving)
tWhat change do we want to see? (more complex change that is achievable)
tWhat change would we love to see? (deeper, more transformative change that will take longer)

It is important to understand
how the sequencing of change
dimensions works: an initial
intervention will generate a change
in the business model, which will
contribute to change in the value
chain, which will contribute to
changes in the lives of small-scale
producers.

4. Determine performance indicators at the level of the business model, the value chain and the livelihoods of small-scale producers
To determine whether the interventions as designed will have the desired effect, you need to verify the expected results
in those dimensions for which you are trying to effect change. The M&E plan should therefore include not only the
intervention indicators, but also indicators for the wider context:
tThe business model
tThe value chain
tThe livelihoods of small-scale producers
5. Assign responsibilities and create a timetable for measurement
Just as you did for the action plan, draw a simple table on a large piece of paper, where rows are used for specific
performance indicators, grouped and ordered according to the dimension to which they belong (intervention, business
plan, value chain, livelihoods of small-scale producers), and columns will show who is responsible for the follow-up and a
timeline will display moments when monitoring and evaluation will be carried out. It is also useful to allow a column next
to each indicator which details the monitoring tool to be used (e.g., interview, questionnaire, secondary information, etc.).
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On pages 156, 157 and 158
of this tool is a list of possible
performance indicators for each
of these dimensions. Additionally,
on page 65 of Key Tool #2 you will
find generic key indicators for a
business model. Add to these using
indicators which are specific to your
business model.
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CIAT International Center for Tropical Agriculture
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Case example
HIVOS & ECOM, Kenya
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Bottom-up quality by HIVOS & ECOM, Kenya
HIVOS is a Dutch development organisation guided by humanist
values and its mission is to contribute to a fair, free and sustainable
world. HIVOS has more than 20 years’ experience in the coffee
sector, and invests more than €2 million (euros) a year to improve
sustainability.
Together with the Kenyan nonprofit organization SMS Limited
(Sustainable Management Services), HIVOS developed the Leverage
Quality Improvement (LQI) model. It is a bottom-up approach
which strongly relies on farmers improving their own situation by
empowering them to do so. A few smallholder farmers manage to
produce significantly more and to have higher-grade crops, and
these farmers serve as an example for others.
Farmers are organised into groups of 50. They select a male and a
female “promoter farmer” on criteria such as being an opinion leader,
being a native farmer, being available for training and being able
to read and write in English. The promoter farmers are trained on
agricultural practices and record-keeping and are then supported to
train their group in turn.
This train-the-trainer element makes the model highly effective
and cost efficient, as only limited resources for training and support
are needed, while it is possible to scale-up the project to tens of
thousands of smallholder farmers.
The promoter farmers are integrated into a continuous
improvement process with actors in the value chain. Based on
the ISO quality approach, actors go through a plan-do-check-act
cycle with regular meetings, reporting and price assurance with
independent auditing. This process ensures that realistic, attainable
goals are set that lift the chain up to a higher quality level in every
cycle. Farmers witness benefits in the short term and stay committed
to the process over time.
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The LQI model benefits all actors in the value chain. The most
direct benefits are seen by the farmers. These benefits include:
t *ODSFBTFEZJFMEThe application of farming best practices leads
to an increase in yield starting directly after implementation.
t *ODSFBTFEDSPQHSBEFT The application of best practices and
information gathering and feedback from actors in the value
chain lead to increases in crop grades.
t *ODSFBTFEJODPNF Farmers’ income increases as a result of
higher sales volume and higher prices for higher grades. Higher
sales volumes make farmers less vulnerable to price drops.
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Results of the first pilot
SMS Ltd. and HIVOS started the first pilot in the Nyeri region in
Kenya in 2006. Total investment was approximately €295,000 (or
about €45 per farmer including investment in cash and in kind).
HIVOS provided 75% of the financing, and knowledge and expertise
through consulting work. SMS provided technology, training and
local project management.
Starting with 11,768 farmers in four cooperatives, the project
reached a total of 58,435 farmer family members and the results were
convincing. After three years, average yield per tree had more than
tripled from 1 kg to 3.5 kg, and the average share of premium grades
increased by 26% to 85%, resulting in increased income of 69%.
Other results were an increased level of trust, information
and efficiency in the value chain, as well as additional income for
promoter farmers, creation of stable farmer groups, autonomous
problem-solving and improvement in the value chain through the
plan-do-check-act cycle.
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